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Abstract

The widespread use of mobile commerce is no longer a fiction. The future is for mobile 
technology and mobile commerce. These emerging technologies are getting wide 
acceptance throughout the world. Mobile commerce getting fast popularity since it 
allows the freedom of movement and ease of access virtually from anywhere. The future 
of mobile commerce heavily depends upon how easy and how friendly is this service to 
use. An effective user friendly interface design plays central role in the success of 
mobile commerce. Therefore, the main purpose of this thesis is to evaluate the usability 
principles of mobile commerce; therefore we choose two main stream WAP portals
CNN.com and Amazon.com. These WAP portals are leaders in mobile commerce and 
enjoy outstanding repute in their respective fields. 

In our study, we strive to highlight the potential factors that can improve the WAP 
services and the possible measures to adopt in order to enhance user interface design of 
WAP services. To reach this purpose a qualitative case study approach was used to 
investigate two WAP portals. The empirical data was collected through satisfaction 
questionnaire which was based on our fourteen commonly used “Preset Tasks” that 
users had carried out. These preset tasks were based on various usability principles.

In conclusion, we found that both WAP portals provide high customer value, flexibility 
and good usability experience; however there are still some potential areas of 
improvement. In our study, based on our findings and literature review we highlighted 
the usability principles for WAP services that could be used as guide for the design of 
future WAP services.

Keywords: WAP usability, Usability Principles, Mobile commerce, User Interface 
Design, Principles to support usability, Usability Heuristics, Amzon.com, CNN.com
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

This chapter begins with the background of selected area, followed by brief 
Introduction; Problem Discussion concentrates which will help reader to understand 
the insight of the research area. The problem discussions end with a research problem 
and specific research question. Finally, the delimitation of the research and the 
disposition of the thesis are presented.

1.   Introduction

Mobile Commerce (M-Commerce) is spreading at a remarkable speed. Along with m-
commerce popularity the issues concerning the usability of m-commerce is raising 
which prevent the users from completing basic and common tasks. As general, many 
users usually do not successfully browse an m-commerce portal, which results in 
customer dissatisfaction and frustration. Additionally, even experienced users face 
immune problems. In the following sections we will briefly discuss the rapid 
development of m-commerce and the usability problems of m-commerce portals.

1. 1   Background

The Internet access to public commenced in 1990 following its establishment for 
military operations in 1969, and later on it was made available for academic purposes 
(Zakon, 1994). The graphical interface was initially developed around 1992 and it gave 
popularity to the World Wide Web (Berners-Lee and Cailliau, 1990). Therefore, the 
adoption of Web and WAP shopping shares a similar history. Initially the use of internet 
was limited to exchange e-mails, audio and video files however no commercial 
transactions took place over the Web until 1995 when Netscape started selling its 
browser software over the Web (BBC World, 1999). Since then, the sales over the 
internet have increased dramatically with an almost daily media story claiming the 
internet as a major change agent for business in the new millennium (Beech et al.,
2000). In addition to online sales, the availability of Digital cellular phones has boosted 
the sale (Bellis, 2001) however the mobile phones visual screens were limited to single 
or dual lined. However, WAP (Wireless Application Protocol) commenced in 1997 
(Jones, 2000) and even with improvements in phone-handset design and graphical 
displays, WAP has been slow to become popular among wireless users (Perera, 2002).
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The fast paced development of web and web based services has greatly influenced 
individuals as well as organizations. A few years ago, Microsoft’s corporate philosophy
was reflected in its mission statement: "A computer on every desk and in every home." 
Several years ago, Jorma Ollila, CEO and chairman of Nokia, popularized the new ideas 
"A computer in every pocket." A few years after, Microsoft modified its statement to 
"empower people through great software, anytime, any place on any device." Being 
digital is out, being mobile is in. The popularity of mobile commerce can be judged 
with the released of ‘The Economist’ dated November 21, 2002, and its story on 
"Computing new shape," and the cover page was featured a Nokia phone, not a 
Microsoft pocket personal computer (Lamont & Douglas, 2002).

Since, the popularity of mobile is increasing rapidly, the struggle for the mobile market 
space is now entering into a new era with the enormous competition between mobile 
leaders and IT giants, therefore IT players such as Microsoft and Intel have to adjust 
their mission to the according to mobile, not to any other direction. In this struggle, the 
marketers are playing a central role to build and develop new customers and client 
relationships (Lamont & Douglas, 2002).

USA and European Union are leaders in adopting wireless communications (Doyon, et. 
al. 2001), these wireless devices incorporate the latest incarnation of the Internet 
technology to follow the World Wide Web (Web), generally known as the wireless 
application protocol (WAP). The Hypertext Mark up Language (HTML) was developed 
by Tim Berners-Lee to use the web for information exchange through web browsing 
software. The WAP provides access to specifically formatted information that is 
retrievable from a cellular device (mobile). The importance of WAP cellular mobile 
phones become’s more imperative, when the use of a personal computer is inconvenient 
or not viable. Even though some of the WAP information services are based on web 
sources, hardware and software used by users of WAP currently prevent the higher 
transmission speed and rich contents of the web. As a result, some of this information is 
retrievable from both web and WAP technology. Therefore, people can expect that 
WAP users will have a similar profile to web users for conducting online shopping 
(Berners-Lee and Cailliau, 1990).

The widespread use of wireless technology is no longer a fiction. It is now everywhere, 
it is a technology of new era. It has grown from a heavy and expensive cellular phones
of years past into a little handheld devices with multiple complex functionalities that 
fulfill almost everything desired by m-commerce. Now-a-days, wireless is an 
fundamental part of everyone’s life, businessmen are accessing their e-mails, placing 
orders and logging on to the company networks from the highways, young professionals 
are no longer dependent on their wired-line desktop computers and are using smart 
phones (personal digital assistants (PDA’s). Wireless technology has become embedded
in all ways of American life in just in few years (Steinberg, 2003).
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1.1.1 M-Commerce (Mobile Commerce)

In order to discuss M-Commerce or Mobile Commerce, it is important to have good 
understanding with its definition. According to Will (2004) E-commerce can be defined 
as a monetary transaction conducted using the combination of internet and a 
desktop/laptop computer. Likewise, M-commerce is generally known as an extension of 
e-commerce. M-commerce can be defined as a monetary transaction that takes place 
using wireless internet-enabled technology (for instance, handheld computers, mobile
phones, personal digital assistants and palmtop computers) that allows the freedom of 
movement for the end user. The Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi) which is the transmission of 
short-ranged radio signals between a fixed-based station and an end-user's mobile 
device is the operating technology that facilitates mobile commerce.

According to Tsalgatidou et al. (2000) m-commerce or mobile commerce can be 
defined as any transactions using a wireless device that result in the transfer of monetary 
value in exchange for information, goods or services. An m-commerce transaction is 
any type of transaction of a monetary value that is conducted through a mobile device 
that uses a wireless telecommunications network for communication with the e-
commerce. 

A comprehensive definition of m-commerce is given by Turban et al. (2004), they 
defined m-commerce as a monetary transaction for goods and services conducted by a 
mobile device, an operating system specific to mobile devices and a mobile-dedicated 
infrastructure. M-commerce is a natural extension of classical PC-based e-commerce 
into the wireless based web environment. However, there are some principles 
differences between classic e-commerce and m-commerce. The main differences 
between m-commerce and e-commerce include modes of communications protocols, 
operating systems specific to access mobile devices, the types of internet access devices, 
the development languages, the enabling technologies to support each environment and 
personalization of characteristics.

Condos et al. (2002) describe that m-commerce combines the advantages of mobile 
communication with existing Electronic Commerce applications to permit customers to 
shop for goods and services virtually from anywhere. The rapid development in 
telecommunication and innovative thinking about user interface design has greatly 
facilitated mobile users to take the full advantage of m-commerce. WAP is one of the 
key enabling technologies of m-commerce that allows mobile users to access the 
internet from a mobile. As a result, the future consumer adoption of m-commerce relies 
heavily on how easy it is to use WAP in order to access and utilize these services.

Matskin and Tveit (2001) also have same explanation of WAP like other researchers. 
They consider WAP as a communication standard that enables portable electronic 
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devices to send receive and interpret information. This device can be a particularly 
designed mobile phone or personal digital assistant such as a palm pilot using micro 
browser software. Mobile commerce is a natural successor to e-commerce (Siau et al.,
2001) because both are based on internet environment available to most individuals 
with PC access (Fenech, 2001). 

From the mid of 1990s, the internet and mobile telephony communication networks 
have grown dramatically (Ralph and Aghvami, 2001). The WAP version 1.1 was 
developed to use Wireless Mark-up Language (WML) to standardize the formatting of 
pages; theoretically the same standardization that allows HTML to display pages in a 
consistent manner on all browsers. However, the ordinary users of web services are 
generally more than the WAP users, for instance, e-mail (75 per cent), news (44 per 
cent), SMS (39 per cent), banking (24 per cent), scheduling (20 per cent), location
guides (11 per cent), price comparison services (8 per cent), and air line ticket 
reservations (7 per cent).

Along with tremendous benefits of WAP, the wireless transaction security and privacy 
of mobile commerce are potential issues of electronic commerce (Ledbetter, 2001). In 
order to meet this potential issues, WAP will be extended to embrace the wireless 
identification module (WIM) to replace the standard phone SIM cards. The WIM will 
contain the owner’s personal digital signature for transaction verification (Ralph and 
Aghvami, 2001). 

1.2 Problem Discussion

Although, WAP has sufficiently influenced the life style of common people, however
the boost in the use of WAP users has not been as fast as the marketer’s expectations 
(Brewin, 2001). For instance, a report by two large mobile phone carriers found that 
only 10 per cent of 400,000 WAP enabled phones in Asia were used to connect to the 
Internet, the major reasons are identified as, the poor data quality, slow connections, 
small screens and poor enjoyment experience has been on the top (Associated Press, 
2001; Bangkok Post, 2001). The problems of user interface, limited menu options and 
screen resolution should be taken into account by the senders of the information but 
only to a point since WAP device display screens are presently too small to provide 
enough information to foster ease of use. Jakob Nielsen (1993) has identified these 
potential issues of navigation barriers; he figure out that it took 20 clicks to locate a 
stock quote and 12 clicks to get the location of a Starbucks coffee store. Zaret (2001) 
conducted a research by providing a sample of WAP enabled mobile phone to users for 
a week and information on the available content, as result, 70 per cent of the handset 
holders said they would not use a WAP phone within the next 12 months. Similarly, a 
research conducted in Japan in May 2001 produced same results that the participants in 
a large-scale trial of 3G handsets in complained about the short usage periods before 
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battery discharge and the phones were very hot to use due to heavy voltage drains. A 
commercial research conducted by TNS Interactive (2001) shows consistent results that 
show that the greatest barriers to m-commerce were, in order of priority:

 Security

 Tangibility and 

 Physical experience. 

The WAP adoption has not been achieved up-to its assumptions even in that countries 
where internet usage is at its highest growth, for instance, Norway as first in internet 
usage with (63 per cent) USA being fourth (57 per cent) and Australia seventh (48 per 
cent), however despite there being almost twice as many cellular phone subscribers as 
internet households in the USA (in 2001), just 12 per cent of the mobile phone owners 
use WAP shopping. In addition, Phillips (2001) figure out that 39 per cent of cellular 
phone users were not ready for WAP or did not want to use WAP and 45 per cent of 
internet users and cellular phone owners were not willing to use WAP for shopping. 
Here a question arises that, how the marketers will meet the profile needs of cellular 
phones users to stimulate the WAP usage?

According to Whitfield (2003) the wireless technology and mobile computing 
applications has been overestimated in marketing. It was estimated that in the middle of 
2003 a million new consumers could make video calls, they could watching live 
football and check e-mail using their WAP enabled phones. The third generation 
technology (3G) is believed to be accountable for this revolution and new market
promotion. However, there are numerous questions about this technology, for instance, 
what new marketing opportunities will emerge from this technology? What are the 
limitations of this new promising wireless mobile market? However, it has been noticed 
that the value creation to the user and to the customer is not always delivered using 
these emerging technologies.

1.2.1 M-commerce usability 

M-Commerce usability is one of the biggest challenging issues in adopting m-
commerce (Ghinea and Angelides, 2004). Since, m-commerce has been deflated in the 
last few years therefore some doubts and concerns arose about its future (Jarvenpaa et 
al., 2000). In contrast to e-commerce, research shows new challenges in usability design 
in mobile commerce that are not present in e-commerce, such challenges includes but 
not limited to, the small screen size, limited screen resolution, limited processing 
capabilities, inadequate battery power of mobile devices, and bulky input mechanisms 
(Ghinea and Angelides, 2004). 
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According to Sears and Arora (2002) the most important user-related barrier in mobile 
commerce was the limited data entry and data retrieval capabilities. As compare to 
regular PCs, the data entry tools for mobile environment were significantly more limited 
and data entry performance was considerably slower for novice users. According to 
Venkatesh et al. (2003) the main challenges on using mobile commerce included, time 
pressure, location, convenience, device limitation, relevancy, structure, customization,
lack of industry standards and industry-specific design rules.

Nielsen et al. (2001) and Nielsen (1999) has identified several limitations on using cell 
phones to access mobile internet. These include: 

 the shape of the mobile phones are not a suitable design for 
data-rich interaction because the distance between the human 
ear and mouth

 the keypad covers too much of the phone surface area, and 
being a numeric keypad, it is a poor device for entering 
alphanumeric characters

 the screen size of a mobile devices, i.e. cell phone or PDA is 
limited just 2-2.5 inches diagonally, as compare to desktop 
and laptop computers that have screen sizes range between 12 
and 21 inches diagonally

 at present, the screen resolution and colors of mobile devices 
are considerably inferior as compare to PC-based screens

Similar to Sears and Arora (2002) and Nielsen et al. (2001), Ozok and Wei (2004) has 
also identified additional usability difficulties with the use of mobile phones including 
one of the hands being occupied (holding mobile phone) while data entry is conducted 
with the other hand (using a stylus pen or the keypad). In addition, more difficulties 
involve information retrieval such as graphics being too small to read and take long 
time to download.

In online sales, the user interface features including web page and content designs are 
key factors to enhance sales (Cao et al., 2005). In order to satisfy internet commerce 
usability expectations, the websites needs to be customized according to user interface 
principles to satisfy both their sensory and functional needs (Bellman et al., 1999).
Although, lot of work has been done on website usability in e-commerce, however,
mobile commerce usability has not been explored very well. In with the aim to enhance 
m-commerce experience, it is essential that the user interface issues has been 
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understood very well, such improvements will potentially boost organization 
profitability and creditability (Venkatesh et al., 2003).

According to Venkatesh et al. (2003) with the aim to establish a successful mobile 
commerce environment there are certain prerequisites to pursue. A simple conversion of 
a successful e-commerce business into mobile commerce is not a way of success. 
Therefore, a step-by-step content translation from e-commerce to m-commerce is not a 
best solution. There are numerous fundamental challenges needed for transferring 
websites from e-commerce to mobile commerce such as

 The first factor is related to the human issue connected with 
the small keypads and limited display interfaces of mobile 
phones; therefore, mobile commerce website designers should
offer shrunk web pages with a limited number of features on 
the mobile interface rather than offering variety of features on 
e-commerce websites.

 Second factor is that the goal is different in mobile 
commerce, since the key in mobile commerce success is the 
ability to present content to users in a customized fashion, 
therefore, the goals mobile commerce customers wants to 
achieve are different than their goals in the e-commerce 
environment. Since, in mobile commerce environment goals 
are often associated with a limited time (Sadeh, 2002).
Mobile commerce tends to provide services to support time-
critical activities therefore designers have to leverage the 
desires for specific usability aspects of mobile commerce. 

 The third factor is associated with cultural differences, Chau 
et al. (2002) has identified that while designing mobile 
commerce solution the designers should consider the cultural 
differences since people have been found as culturally 
sensitive.

 The fourth important factor in mobile commerce is security 
and privacy. Palen and Salzman (2002) has figure out security 
as part of the advancement of usability in m-commerce. The 
issue of information privacy is a growing concern from a 
customer perspective as in m-commerce the world is a global 
village. 
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 The fifth vital factor in mobile commerce is user trust. Ozok 
and Wei (2004) has identified that user trust in secure data 
transmission using mobile device is considerably high, as 
compare to e-commerce.

The above mention literature indicates that m-commerce (mobile commerce) usability is 
still in the early stage and just few usability studies have been conducted so for. There 
are no comprehensive straight guidelines and rules for m-commerce system developers 
to consider usability problems in system development. As a result, an m-commerce 
usability and user preference indicates that there is plenty of room for improvement. 
However, the current literature also indicates that the m-commerce is certainly
promising technology, since mobile devices becoming more and more popular and more 
acceptable among customers. The future of mobile technology is very promising and 
bright. For that reason, our current study focuses on understanding the key principles of 
WAP enabled services that can be used to develop the m-commerce usability 
knowledge. 

1.2.2   M-Commerce Features

According to Siau et al. (2001), there are various specific features of m-commerce that 
includes WAP, these features does not available in traditional e-commerce. These 
features are as following:

 Ubiquity: The mobile technology allow the user to access 
information virtually from anywhere, it assumes that the user 
is present within the cellular network area

 Personalization: In mobile commerce, the information is 
particularly customized to meet the needs of mobile users, 
since the memory capacity of the mobile hardware and 
software is very limited.

 Flexibility: Mobile commerce offers flexibility to its users. 
The mobile users enjoy the flexibility to use to conduct 
transaction, send and receive messages even while the user is 
engaged in another activity, for instance, while traveling or 
working. 

 Dissemination: The information originators, for example 
local retailers, can use the wireless network of m-commerce 
to deliver various promotional offers to some or all WAP 
users that come into their cellular broadcast area.
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1.2.3   Essential Factors of m-Commerce Acceptance

Choi et al., (2008) has list down the essential factors of m-commerce acceptance in their 
study of m-commerce in Korea. They figure out that these factors have significant 
impact on customer satisfaction while using m-commerce. The factors such as ease of 
navigation, ease of use, content quality, perceived usefulness, and mobile portal 
reliability strongly affect to decide whether the customer should revisit that mobile 
portal or not. If these factors are considered in mobile portal development it will 
increase m-commerce usability. Figure 1.1 shows the detailed contents of these essential 
factors of m-commerce acceptance.

Figure 1.1 Essential factors of m-commerce acceptance in the previous studies 
Source: Choi et al., (2008)

The above figure 1.1 illustrates the essential factors of m-commerce acceptance such as
“transaction process” and “customization” which lead customer satisfaction when
connecting an m-commerce site. However it has unique aspects of “content reliability”, 
“availability”, and “perceived price level of mobile Internet which build customer’s 
intention to use m-commerce site. 
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1.2.4 M-Commerce Limitations

Although, m-commerce offers a variety of features and tremendous flexibility, however 
there are certain limitation associated with m-commerce, some of these limitations are 
identified by Matskin and Tveit (2001); Ralph and Aghvami (2001); and Siau et al.
(2001). The current limitations associated to WAP m-commerce can be summarized as
following:

 Short access life due to low power voltage and the small battery 
size

 Limited process power due to low power computer processing chips 

 Higher risk of storage and transaction errors. 

 Restricted view of large or multiple page images due to very small 
screen displays 

 Less "surfability", i.e. limited navigation facilities because of
restricted cursor and button zcontrol. 

 Restricted graphics and colors, as sometimes any color and images 
could not supported. 

 Sometimes access requires when new hardware if using a mobile 
phone and new software and information is being accessed through 
a PDA. 

 No usage of the basic Internet TCP standards that prevents 
information exchanges with the majority of Internet providers. 

 The present WAP specification is restricted to 56-bit encryption on 
many mobile phones, which is a far lower from the 128-bit 
encryption used for secure web transactions. 

1.3    Aim of the study

The main purpose of our study is to evaluate the usability principles of WAP services. 
Furthermore it does with the intention of being able to identify key factors that will 
influence the future success and development of WAP enabled services.  
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1.4   Research Questions

Based on our problem discussion, we have formulated two research questions which are 
as follows:

RQ 1.  Does the design of WAP services contain major usability flaws?

RQ 2.  How the m-commerce interface design can be made user-friendly? 

1.5 Delimitations of the study

The time available for this study was limited and aspects of the topic were many, an 
attempt to narrow down our research was made. The study will focus only the usability 
flaws in WAP services and how the interface design can be made user friendly. 

1.6 Outline of the Thesis

This thesis is divided into seven chapters, as shows in figure 1.3 namely the 
Introduction and Background, Literature Review, Methodology, Data Presentation, Data 
Analysis, Conclusion and Recommendations. Chapter one gives an introduction and 
background to the research topic, problem area and research questions. Second chapter 
presents the literature review, the third chapter presents conceptual model and emerged 
frame of work based on earlier studies. It also shows the choice of literature to answer 
our research questions. Chapter four will presents the choice of research methods to 
carryout our research. In chapter five we will presents the collected data and in chapter 
six we will analysis data in contrast with literature review and finally we will make 
conclusion and recommendation of our research.
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Figure 1.2 Disposition of Thesis

Introduction and Background

Literature Review

Conceptual Framework

Methodology

Data Presentation

Data Analysis

Conclusion and Recommendation
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CHAPTER 2.            LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter contains the relevant studies already done on usability factors of WAP 
enabled Services. Initially we will bring up theories to support research problem and 
start with a broader view of HCI concept and its objectives, followed by usability, 
system acceptability, usability attributes and principles to support usability design. 
Finally, we will narrow down our research problem and comes up by general principles 
to support WAP usability. This chapter will makes a ground for our conceptual frame of 
work.

2.1     The User-Centered Interface Design

There is no contradiction that many computing systems have been designed with very 
poor interfaces. It is important to note that the increased functionality should not be 
used as an excuse for poor interface design. It is possible to design good interfaces in 
which different system features can be controlled effectively that can provide useful and 
quick response. These successful systems can be made from a good knowledge of HCI 
(Human Computer Interaction) design principles. The essential principles of user-
centered design are to put the users and user issues central in the design process, to 
carry out early testing and evaluation with users to make design successful (Preece et 
al., 1995). The concept of user-centered design has been defined by many researchers in 
different ways, for instance, Karat et al., (2003) said that total system functions should 
be designed to meet user requirements, user learning and efficient user access; therefore
the ultimate users must see the system as useful and functional.

Eason (1992) grasp a broader view of design and development and figured out four key 
stages in development:

1. System planning
2. System design
3. System implementation
4. System management 

In support of system planning Eason (1992) stressed that human-computer systems 
should be developed in an ordered manner rather than in a temporary way. It is vital to 
consider that purpose of the system development and how it will address the other 
human and technical systems. Most significantly, it is important to consider how a 
system contributes to the overall aims of the business. The system design process and 
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the process of moving from design to implementation involve ensuring that the system 
must meet its usability goals. It is critical to manage the change that occurs as a result of 
introducing a new system for instance, how the new system implementation will affect 
the ultimate user jobs. In order to make the system successful, system has to be 
implemented effectively to gain acceptance from ultimate users.

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
Figure 2.1 Methods for user-centered design (adopted from Eason, 1992)
Source:         Preece et al.(1995), Page 372

In the figure above, various techniques and activities are listed around the four circles, 
at points which they are relevant. At the right hand side of the figure there are two 
methods that cover all those parts of the design that they are positioned adjacent to. 

2.2     The objectives of Human Computer Interaction (HCI) design

The objectives of HCI (Human Computer Interaction) design are to produce usable,
secure and functional systems. These objectives can be summarized as to develop and
improve the safety, utility, effectiveness, efficiency, and usability of the “Systems” that 
include computers. At this point, the term ‘System’ has been derived from system 
theory and it deals the whole environment and just not limited to hardware and software
systems. The environment can be a company, a business, people at work or at home or 
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people engaged in leisure activity all use computers or all affected by the computer 
technology in somehow. 

The term ‘utility’ refers to the functionality of a system or system efforts to improve
‘effectiveness’ and ‘efficiency’ which are clear and fundamental aims. System utility 
enables a system to manage and control system operation so that application software 
can perform a task successfully. 

The term ‘safety’ refers to its relation to computer systems, is a principal importance in 
the design of safety critical systems. The system safety concept describes a risk 
management strategy based on identification, analysis of possible hazards to system 
applications.

Therefore, usability is a key concept in HCI concerned with making systems easy to 
learn and use. Bottom line, any poor computer system design can be extremely 
annoying to end users. (Preece et al.,1995).

Providing a variety of system options or enhanced functionality is not necessarily the 
way to ensure system success and good usability. Eason (1992) did a field study of a 
banking system that provides the bank staff 36 different ways of extracting information 
from a customer’s account. However, after examining the usage logs, he found that just 
four codes in use are the 75% of the total usage, and many codes were virtually unused,
even though those were specially designed for banking tasks. The reason, he discovered 
that the full flexibility of the system was not explored because users did not put efforts
in learning to use extra search strategies unless they needed it. (Preece et al.,1995).

HCI experts suggests that, in order to produce computer systems with good usability 
there are some factors that need to be consider very well, such as psychological, 
ergonomic, organizational and social factors that determine how people operate and 
make use of computer technology effectively. These factors greatly help in the 
development of tools and techniques to help designers to ensure that computer systems
are suitable for the people desired activities. People concern has utmost important in 
HCI, since they will use these systems in their every day life. (Preece et al.,1995).

The principal objective of all HCI research and design is the idea that the people (end 
user) using a computer system should comes first. User requirements, capabilities and 
preferences for performing various tasks should be fulfilled in system development. 
“People should not have to change radically to ‘fit in with the system’ the system should 
be designed to match their requirements” (Preece et al.,1995).
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2.3 Usability Attributes

It is imperative to understand that usability is not a single, one-dimensional property of 
a user interface. According to Nielsen (1993) usability has multiple, components and it 
is traditionally associated with these five usability attributes:

1)   Learnability
2)   Efficiency of use
3)   Memorability
4)   Few and non-catastrophic errors and
5)   Subjective satisfaction. 

Below, we will discuss all attributes in details.

2.3.1 Learnability

According to Nielsen (1993) the system should be easy to learn so that the user can 
rapidly start getting some work done with the system. Learnability is most likely the 
fundamental usability attribute as most systems need to be easy to learn, since the first 
experience of users it to learn and understand the system. Although, there are some 
certain ways to train the user how to learn system but as general systems needs to be 
easy to learn and understand.

The initial ease of learning is most likely the easiest of the usability attributes to 
measure with the exception of subjective satisfaction. We can take some novice users to 
test any system and can measures the time they takes to reach a specified level of 
proficiency in using that system. However, these test users should be future users of that
system. The easiest and most common way to express their proficiency is simply to 
state that the users have to be able to complete a certain task successfully. As an 
alternative, one can specify that users need to be able to complete a set of tasks in a 
certain, minimum time before one will consider them that they have learned that system. 
(Nielsen 1993)

2.3.2   Efficiency of Use:

In order to ensure a high level of productivity, the systems should be efficient to use, so 
that once the user has learned the system they can easily use it. System efficiency refers 
to the stable performance stage of expert user. Different systems have different level of 
efficiency of use, for instance some operating systems are very much complex to 
understand and take couple of months to reach an efficiency level. (Nielsen 1993)
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Experience is the key to measure efficiency; therefore efficiency can be measured with 
the help of experienced users. Experience can be defined with the help of users who
have been operating a system for some specific period of time i.e. some months or 
years. In addition, experience can also be defined in terms of number of hours spent 
using the system. A test case was conducted to measure efficiency, test users are asked 
to use the system for a certain number of hours, after which finally it is possible to 
define test users as expert users. In addition, efficiency of use can be measured by 
taking a group of users and test a system based on some specific tasks and when the 
expertise of users will reach to a certain level they would be declared as “experience” 
users. (Nielsen 1993)

2.3.3   Memorability:

According to Nielsen (1993) memorability is referred that a system should be easy to 
remember, so that a formal user is able to return to the system after some period without 
having to relearn everything over again.

Casual users are the third major category of users along with the beginner/novice and 
expert users. Casual users are such users who are use a system occasionally as compare 
to expert users. As compare to the novice users, casual users have used a system before 
therefore they do not need to learn it from scratch; they just need to remember how to 
use it based on their previous knowledge. This causal use is generally concern with 
utility programs that are just used in few and for between. However, some other 
program like quarterly report and annual reports making is also falls in this category. 
Easy to remember interface is also vital for users who return after vacation or who have 
temporarily stopped using a program. Improvements in learnability often make an 
interface easy to remember; however, principally the usability of returning to a system 
is different from that of facing it for the first time. (Nielsen 1993)

As compare to other usability features, interface memorability measurement have rarely 
been tested in detail. Interface memorability test could be perform with any casual user 
who have been out of touch from the system for a specific amount of time and measure 
the time he need to perform some typical test task on the previously used system. 
Alternatively, it is also possible to conduct a memory test with users after they finished 
a test session with the system and ask them to explain the effect of various commands. 
The interface score for memorability will be the number of correct answers given by 
those casual users. (Nielsen 1993)

2.3.4    Few and non-catastrophic Errors:

An error can be defined as, any action that does not accomplish the desired goal. The 
system’s error rate can be measured by counting the number of such actions made by 
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system users while performing some particular tasks. Accordingly, system error rates 
can be measured as part of a study to measure other usability elements.  In order to 
ensure enhance system usability, a system should have very low error rate, so that users 
make few errors during system usage. In addition, catastrophic errors must not occur. 
(Nielsen 1993)

System users should try to control system error as much as they can. Some errors can be
corrected right away by the system users, without any effects other than to slow down 
the transaction time. Such errors don’t need to be counted separately, since their effects
are included in the measurement of efficiency of use. (Nielsen 1993)

2.3.5   Subjective Satisfaction:

According to Nielsen (1993) subjective satisfaction refers to the extent the system is 
pleasurable to use. User likeness is critical for system success; therefore the system 
should be pleasant to use to achieve subjective satisfaction. Since, the subjective 
satisfaction is an important usability attribute for the systems that are used on an
optional basis in a non-work environment such as computing games, interactive fiction 
and creative painting. In such systems the entertainment value is significant as compare 
to its speed to do things get done. Users should have an entertaining, dynamic and 
continues enriching experience when using such entertainment systems since they have 
no other objective.

Subjective satisfaction being a usability attribute is different from the issues of the 
general public’s point of view about computers. People’s point of view toward 
computers in general should probably be seen as a component of the social acceptability 
of computer instead of their usability. Subjective satisfaction can be measured by 
merely taking the users opinion about the subjective satisfaction of any system. From 
single user perspective, the answer to such a question is subjective, however when 
answers from multiple users are averaged together, the result is will be objective 
measure of the system’s pleasantness. Since, the entire purpose of subjective 
satisfaction usability attribute is to measure whether users like the system or dislike, it is 
very suitable to measure it by asking the users. (Nielsen 1993)

2.4     Usability and System Acceptability 

According to (Nielsen, 1993) system usability is relatively a minor concern as compared 
to the larger issues of system acceptability, which is the main question of whether the 
system is good enough to satisfy user needs and requirements and other potential 
stakeholders e.g. users, clients and managers. In general, acceptability of a computer 
system is again a combination of its social acceptability and practical acceptability; for 
instance, consider a system which investigates whether people applying for 
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unemployment benefits are currently employed or unemployed to prevent fraudulent
claims. This can easily be done by verifying information with other systems. Some 
people might appreciate this fraud-preventing system whereas some people might 
assume that it un-necessarily delays the benefits to deserving people. In this example, 
the system is not socially acceptable by peoples of later category; even though the 
system is practically acceptable since it prevent fraudulent claims. 

According to (Grudin, 1992) if it is decided that the system is socially acceptable and 
satisfied, we can proceed to analyze its practical acceptability within various categories, 
including traditional categories e.g. cost, support, reliability, compatibility and system
usefulness. Here, system usefulness refers that the system should be able to achieve 
desired objectives. In addition, it can be split into two groups as utility and usability. 
Here utility refers to the question whether the functionality of the system mainly can do 
what is desired and usability refers that how well users can use that functionality?

According to Mulligan (1998) usability applies to all aspects of a system with which a 
human may interact including installation and maintenance system procedures. It is 
uncommon to find a computer feature that really has no user interface components. 
Even a system facility to transfer data between two computers will surely have an 
interface to trouble-shoot if any error occurs.

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
Figure 2.2        A model of attributes of system acceptability
Source:            (Nielsen, 1993) Page 25
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In this figure 2.2., A model of attributes of system acceptability is given which 
illustrates the different elements of system acceptability. The model is based on four 
key attributes, included social acceptability, practical acceptability, usefulness, utility 
and usability, these elements are critical for the successful interface design. The main 
features of system acceptability also include sub-elements that describe the details 
against each key segment. 

2.5  Principles to support Usability 

Dix et al.,(1993) have defined general principles which can be useful to the design of an 
interactive system in order to promote its usability. The goal was to structure the 
presentation of usability principles in such a way that the catalogue of usability 
principles can be extended with the increase in knowledge.

The three main principles which support usability are as following:

Learnability

The ease with which new users can begin effective interaction and achieve maximum
performance is called Learnability.

Flexibility

The multiplicity of ways the user and system exchange information.

Robustness

The level of support provided the user in determining successful achievement and 
assessment of goals. 

In following sub-sections, we will sub-divide these main categories into more specific 
principles, which support them.

2.5.1   Learnability

Learnability relate to the features of the interactive system that allow users to 
understand how to use it initially and then how to attain a maximum level of 
performance. The specific principles which support learnability are as following:
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Predictability

Predictability of an interactive system refers that the user’s knowledge of the interaction 
history is sufficient to determine the results of his future interaction with this system. 
There are many grades to which predictability can be fulfilled. The knowledge can be 
limited to the presently perceivable information therefore the user don’t need to
remember anything other than what is currently visible. The knowledge necessities can 
be increased to the limit where the user is actually forced to remember what every 
previous keystroke was and what every previous screen display contained information, 
in order to determine the consequences of the next input stroke (Dix et al.,1993).

The behavior of predictability of an interactive system can be distinguished from 
deterministic behavior of the computer system. The majority computer systems are 
ultimately deterministic machines, so that set the state at any one point in time and the 
operation, which is to be performed at that certain time. Predictability is a user-centered 
notion and it is deterministic behavior from the user perspective. User must be able to 
take advantage of the determinism; it is not enough for the behavior of the computer 
system to be determined completely from its state alone (Dix et al.,1993).

In order to illustrate predictability, we can take an example of a common mathematical 
puzzle with a sequence of three or more numbers and can ask a user what would be the 
next number in the sequence? The guess in this puzzle is that there is a unique function 
or algorithm, which produces the entire sequence of numbers and it, is up to user how 
he figures out. We know the function, but user just knows the results it provides from 
the first three calculations. The function is certainly deterministic; the test for the user is 
a test of its predictability given the first three numbers in the sequence. Therefore the 
notion of predictability deals with the user’s ability to determine the effect of operations
on the system. An additional form of predictability has to do with the user’s ability to 
know which operation can be carried out next (Dix et al.,1993).

Synthesizability

Synthesizability refers to the user’s ability to assess the effect of past operations on the 
current situation. Primarily, predictability focuses on the user’s ability to find out the 
effect of future interaction; it assumes that the user has some mental model of how the 
system may respond. Predictability says nothing about the way the user shape a model 
of the system’s behavior. With the purpose of to make some sort of predictive model of 
the system’s behavior, it is important for the user to foresee the consequences of 
previous interactions in order to formulate a model of the system behavior (Dix et 
al.,1993).
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Whenever an operation change occurs in the internal state, it is important that the 
change is observed by the user. The principle of synthesizability honesty relates to the 
ability of the user interface to provide an observable and informative account of any 
similar change. We can illustrate it by taking an example of computer file moved from 
one place to another place in visual and non-visual (command prompt) interface. In 
command prompt (system level), the user normally has to remember the destination of 
directory and then ask to see the contents of that directory in order to verify that the file 
has been moved on right place, whereas in visual interface an icon is used to move a file 
from one location to another location and it remains visible. In this case the visual 
interface is instantly honest (Dix et al., 1993).

Familiarity 

Familiarity refers to the extent in which a user’s knowledge and experience in real word 
or computer-based fields can be applied while interacting with a new system. Hence, the 
new users of a system bring rich experience across a wise number of application 
domains. For a new system user, the familiarity of an interactive system measures the 
relation between the user’s existing knowledge and the knowledge needed for an 
effective interaction. For instance, when the word-processor were initially introduced, 
the similarity between the word-processor and a typewriter was intended to make the 
new technology more immediately accessible to those who had some experience with 
the typewriter (Dix et al., 1993).

Generalizability

Generalizability is refers to the support for the user to expand knowledge of specific 
interaction within and across applications to other similar situation. Generally, users try 
to widen their knowledge of specific interaction behavior to similar situations however
previously remain un-encountered. The generalizability of an interactive system hold-up 
this activity that leads to a more complete predictive model of the system for the user. 
Generalization can be applied in such situations in which the user wishes to apply 
knowledge which help to achieve a particular goal or the goal is somehow similar (Dix
et al., 1993).

Consistency

Consistency has been a widely discussed field of user interface design. Consistency 
refers to the likeness in behavior arising from similar situations. Generally, user relies 
on a consistent interface; however, the difficulty of dealing with consistency is that it 
can be of many kinds. Consistency is not just a single property of an interactive system 
that is either satisfied or dissatisfied. Consistency can also be demonstrated in terms of 
the form of input expression or output responses with respect to the meaning of actions 
in some conceptual model of the system (Dix et al., 1993).
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2.5.2    Flexibility 

Flexibility relates to the multiplicity of ways the end-user and the system exchange 
information. The principles, which contribute in the flexibility, are explained as 
following:

Dialogue initiative

Dialogue initiative relates to allow the user freedom from artificial constraints on the 
input dialogue forced by the system. In order to make a relation between user and 
system as a dialogue between partners, it is important to consider that which partner 
make initiative in the dialogue. The system can initiate all dialogues, in that case the 
user simply request for information; this type of dialogue is called system pre-emptive. 
For instance, a sample dialogue box prevents the user from interacting with the system 
that does not direct the input to the dialogue box. On the other hand, the user may be 
entirely free to initiate any action towards the system, in such case the dialogue is called 
user pre-emptive. The system may control the dialogue to the extent that it prevents the 
user to commence any other desired communication regarding the current task or some 
other task that the user would like to execute. From the user’s point of view, a system-
driven interaction hinders flexibility whereas a user-driven interaction favors it (Dix et 
al., 1993).

Multi-threading

Multi-threading refers to the ability of the system to support user interaction relating to 
do multiple tasks simultaneously. A thread of a dialogue is a rational subset of that 
dialogue. In the user-system dialogue, we can consider a thread to be that part of the 
dialogue that relates to a given user task. Multi-threading of the user-system dialogue 
allows for interaction to support more than one task at a time. Concurrent multi-
threading allows simultaneous communication of information relevant to separate tasks. 
Interleaved multi-threading allow a temporal overlap between separate tasks but 
stipulates that at any given instant, the dialogue is limited to a single task (Dix et al.,
1993).

Task migratability

Task migratability is the ability to pass control to carry out a given task so that it 
becomes either internalized by user or system or shared between them is referred as task 
migratability. It should be feasible for the user or system to pass the control of a task 
over to the other and promote the task from an entirely internalized one to a shared and 
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cooperative project. As a result, a task that is internal to one can become internal to the 
other or shared between the two associates. The spell check in word-processing is a 
good example of the need for task migratability. It is equipped with an embedded 
dictionary and user can perfectly able to check spelling by reading throughout the paper 
and correct mistakes which left or missed during typing (Dix et al., 1993).

Substitutivity

Substitutivity refers to allowing equivalent values of input and output to be randomly 
substituted for each other. Substitutivity demands that equivalent values should be 
substituted for each other, for instance, in word processing the input of letter size or 
margin can be set either by inches or by centimeters. This input value can be entered in 
form of calculation which generates the right input value of the text. This input 
substitutivity adds toward flexibility by allowing the user to choose whichever form 
best suits the needs of the situation. Therefore, by avoiding unnecessary calculations in 
the user’s head, substitutivity can control user errors and cognitive effort (Dix et al.,
1993).

Customizability 

Customizability is the ability of modification of the user interface by the user or the 
system. This ability concerned with the automatic modification that the system would 
make based on user knowledge. It is important to distinguish the difference between the 
user-initiated and system-initiated modifications, associated with the former as 
adaptability and the later as adaptively (Dix et al., 1993).

Adaptability associates to the user’s ability to adjust the input into output. This 
customization may be very limited, that the user just allowed adjusting the position of 
soft buttons on the screen, or redefining command names. Adaptively is the automatic 
customization of the user interface by the system however decisions for adaptation 
could be based on user capability or observed replication of certain task sequences. The 
difference between adaptively and adaptability is that the user plays an explicit role in 
adaptability but his role in an adaptive interface is more implied (Dix et al., 1993).

2.5.3   Robustness

A user engaged with a computer in order to achieve some goals in that specific business
domain. The robustness of that interaction comprises features that support the 
successful achievement and assessment of the goals. Here, we will discuss the 
principles which support robustness.
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Observability

Observability refers to allow the user to assess the internal state of the system by 
perceivable representation at the interface. Observability permits the user to compare 
the current observed state with his intention and within the task action plan with a
possibly to lead plan revision. In addition, there are five other principles e.g. 
browsability, defaults, reachability, persistence and operation visibility which greatly 
helps to understand observability (Dix et al., 1993).

Recoverability

The users mistakes while using a system which they want to recover are called 
recoverability. Recoverability allows user to reach their desired goal after recognizing
errors in previous interaction. There are two ways in which recovery can be made, 
forward and backward. Forward error recovery covers the current state and negotiation 
from that state toward the desired state. Forward error recovery could be the only 
possibility for recovery if the effects of interaction are not revocable. Backward error 
recovery is a way to undo the effects of earlier interaction in order to return to a prior 
state before proceeding. For example, in word-processing, a mistyped keystroke may
wipe out a large section of text which user want to retrieve by an equally simple undo 
button (Dix et al., 1993).

Responsiveness

Responsiveness is the ability to measures the rate of communication between the system 
and the user. Response time is generally the duration of time needed by the system to 
express state changes to the user. In overall, short duration and instantaneous response 
times are desired. Here, instantaneous means that the user perceives system should react
immediately. However, even in such situations when an instantaneous response is not
obtained, there must be some hint to the user that the system has received the request 
and working on request (Dix et al., 1993).

Task conformance

Task conformance refers to the extent the system provides services to all of the tasks the 
user wants to perform and the way the user understands them. Task conformance deal 
with the coverage issues and task adequacy focus on the users understanding of the 
tasks (Dix et al., 1993).
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2.6     Usability Engineering

The principle of usability engineering approach is to know the exact criteria, which can 
be used to assess a product for its usability. The user experience about a specific product 
is the ultimate key to measurement the usability of that product. Since, a user’s hand on 
experience with an interactive system is at the physical interface; therefore the focus on 
the actual user interface is logical. With reference to software development life cycle, 
one of the significant features of usability engineering is the addition of a usability 
specification and formatting the requirement specification that focus on features of the 
user-system interaction which contribute to the usability of the product (Dix et al.,
1993).

The key feature of usability engineering is the assertion of clear usability metrics early 
in the design process, which can be used to assess a system when it is delivered. There 
is a logical and solid reason which point out that it is only through empirical approaches 
that can be use with usability metrics that we can reliably build more practical systems. 
However, the ultimate standard for determining usability might be by observing user 
performance, although this does not mean that these measurements are the best way to 
produce a predictive design process for usability (Dix et al., 1993).

According to Grudin et al. (1989) usability applies to the growth and expansion of entire 
product portfolio where products are released in many versions over a certain period. In 
fact, this broader context just strengthens the opinion for allocating extensive usability 
engineering resources as early as possible, as design decision made for any given 
product may have ripple effects due to the need for subsequent products and versions.  
Some usability engineering experts believe that human elements involvement in a 
particular product ultimately have their greatest impacts on future product releases. As a 
result, in order to plan the future versions, it is also a prime reason to follow up the 
release of a product with field studies of its actual use. Particularly for a company that 
sells software products in the open market, the usability of each product will contribute 
to the company’s general reputation as a quality software supplier, whereas, a single 
product with poor usability can cause brutal damage to the company sales.

Nielsen (1993) has formed “usability engineering lifecycle model” which highlights that 
system developers should not rush straight into design, they have to first consider the 
usability recommendations to avoid the wastage of time and resources and avoid 
duplication and repetition of entire development work. In addition, usability work did
before the system design also make it possible to avoid developing unnecessary system 
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features and options. The model given below can be used as a guide for system 
developers to effectively implement usability engineering methods.

The usability engineering lifecycle model
______________________________________________________________________
1.   Know the user
         a. Individual user characteristics
         b. The user’s current and desired tasks
         c. Functional analysis
         d. The evolution of the user and the job
2.   Competitive analysis
3.   Setting usability goals.
         a. Financial impact analysis
4.   Parallel design
5.   Participatory design
6.   Coordinated design of the total interface
7.   Apply guidelines and heuristic analysis
8.   Prototyping
9.   Empirical testing
10. Iterative design
        a. Capture design rationale
11. Collect feedback from field use
______________________________________________________________________
Table 2.1 The stages of the usability engineering life cycle model.
Source:      (Nielsen, 1993) Page 72

According to Wichansky et al. (1988) many of the pre-design usability actions may be 
considered part of a market research or product planning process and may sometimes be 
conducted by marketing groups. However, conventional market research does not 
typically employ all the methods needed to properly inform usability design, and the 
results are often poorly communicated to programmers. Therefore, if management 
successfully integrates usability and marketing activities then the need for duplicate 
efforts could be controlled. One outcome of such integration can be the consideration of 
product usability attributes as features can be used by marketing to distinguish the 
product. In addition, marketing efforts based on usability studies can sell the product on 
the basis of its benefits as perceived by users rather than its features as perceived by 
system programmers. 
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2.7    Usability Requirements

There are many ways to explain the concept of usability. The one of the best usability 
concept is defined by Gould (1985) that any system designed for people to use should 
be build by keeping in mind that it should be easy to learn and remember, it should be 
useful, it should contain functions that people really need in their work and be easy and 
enjoyable to use.  

In addition, the components of usability, which were identified Shackel et al., (1990) so 
that they could be tested and can be expressed in terms of 

1. Learnability: The time and effort needed to reach a specified level of 
user performance.

2. Throughput: The tasks accomplished by experienced users, the speed 
of task completing and the errors made.

3. Flexibility: The level in which the system can accommodate changes 
to the tasks and environments ahead of those first specified.

4. Attitude: The positive attitude stimulated in users by the system.

The usability requirements can be collected together with functional and data 
requirements using many of the traditional requirements gathering techniques such as 
interviews and observations. The activity of gathering usability requirements is 
generally known as usability study.  Usability requirements are relates with user 
satisfaction and the overall performance and accomplishments of the system (Preece et 
al.,1995).

Usability requirements could be expressed in term of performance measures known as 
usability metrics. The usability metrics could be illustrated by the usage, performance 
assessment and completion time for specified tasks by a specified group of users, the 
number of errors per task and the time spent on documentation usage. Tyldesley (1988) 
highlighted many factors that could be considered in developing usability metrics and
specifications. He mentioned 22 possible measurement criteria’s. The selection of the 
most appropriate metrics will depend on the form of system being tested. For instance, 
search time may be key design criteria for information retrieval systems, however for a 
general- purpose text editing system the users feelings, system security and enjoyment 
might be the most important in contrast with performance metrics. An overall 
evaluation of usability for an entire system may also be works out if this is considered 
to be important. Below is a table of possible measurement criteria defined by Tyldesley 
(1988) which can be used as guide for usability measurement.
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Possible usability measurement criteria
________________________________________________________________

(1) Time to complete task.
(2) Percentage of task completed.
(3) Percentage of task completed per unit time (speed metric)
(4) Ratio of successes to failures.
(5) Time spend on errors.
(6) Percentage number of errors.
(7) Percentage number of competitors that do this better than current product.
(8) Number of commands used.
(9) Frequency of help or documentation use.
(10) Time spend using help or documentation
(11) Percentage of favorable: unfavorable user comments.
(12) Number of repetitions of failed commands.
(13) Number of runs of successes and of failures.
(14) Number of times the interface misleads the user.
(15) Number of good and bad features recalled by users.
(16) Number of available commands not invoked
(17) Number of regressive behaviors.
(18) Number of users preferring your system.
(19) Number of times users need to work around a problem
(20) Number of times the user is disrupted from a work task
(21) Number of times the user loses control of the system.
(22) Number of times the user expresses frustration or satisfaction.

______________________________________________________________________
Table 2.2     Possible measurement criteria (adopted from Tyldesley, 1988)
Source:       (Preece, 1995) Page 405

2.8 Usability Principles for WAP Services

2.8.1 Usability Principles for WAP Services defined by Ramsay (2001)

Ramsay (2001), conducted a detailed WAP usability test and figured out various aspects 
of improvement from users point of view, in terms of the five attributes of usability

- Learnability
-    Efficiency 
- Memorability
- Few errors and 
- Satisfaction
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WAP did not perform very well. WAP enabled phones are not very difficult to learn and 
to use, and once the keys are learnt and functions used, it does not easily forgotten. 
However, for higher levels of performance the story is quite different. Users 
experienced too many lost connections and poor signpost to be able to get to grips the 
system with any real efficiency. Errors, should be fewer, however errors has plagued the 
system. User satisfaction was found generally very poor, in terms of being pleasant to 
use system. Ramsay (2001) recommended five usability principles to improve WAP 
services which are as following:

1.   Poor errors massage handling

According to WAP study of Ramsay (2001), he point out that the users were usually
unimpressed with error messages handling whenever that came up on screen in case of
connection loss or drop. Users encounter meaningless and confused types of errors such 
as, internal server error, downloading stopped due to time out etc. The users were found 
often unhappy because they were unable to understand nature and cause of these errors. 
Are these errors occurring due to their own mistake or is it something wrong at server?
Therefore, error massages need to be clear and meaningful to help WAP user.

2.   E-Navigation and Labeling 

Ramsay (2001) reveals that E-Navigation and Labeling are two major issues. In 
contrast, the networks and content providers offered broad lists of sites and services by 
proving that everything a WAP user may need, however, for the users this is a recipe for 
disaster. The long manus required thumb-numbing and scrolling. Categories are good 
way to sort information but once the user clicked through the guiding role of the screen 
is often found abandoned. Therefore, overall user experience was not satisfactory.

3.   Unnecessary browse time

Time is big money on WAP. Any website that is easy to browse and presents its 
information clearly is one that the users will like to return again and again; however, in 
fact such sites are rarely in seen. Generally all major WAP sites took unnecessary time 
to browse and display information (Ramsay 2001).

4.   Minimize input

Ramsay (2001) suggested that WAP sites should be designed in a way to minimize user 
input. In order to fix this issue, WAP products should be offered as preset choices, so 
that user just needs to browse and select the required information.
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5. Help Facility

According to Ramsay (2001), help facility should be offered at all WAP sites, so that 
user can get an assistant as per situation. 

2.8.2 Usability Principles for WAP Services defined by Condos et al. 

Condos et al., (2002) conducted a WAP usability study during Nov. 2001 and Feb. 
2002. The purpose of the study was to reports the findings of a WAP usability study, 
which comprises an assessment of the usability of two biggest UK WAP portals 
BTCellnet’s Genie and Vodafone’s Vizzavi. The study includes a survey and a WAP 
usability study. The usability of both portals was tested against the “five attributes of 
usability” of Nielsen, (1993) and the “Eight golden rules of interface design” suggested 
by Shneiderman, (1998).  The study highlight ten usability principles as the main 
contributions of their paper which can be used as guide for future research in WAP 
related services. Their ten usability principles are as following:

1. Avoid unnecessary use of graphics

According to Condos et al., (2002) graphics should be used very carefully, since some 
graphics such as corporate logo are symbols of a company brand and it is used to
differentiate a WAP site from its competitors. However, such graphics should look
pleasant to the eyes of users and it should not cover the whole screen since that should 
be used to present some other important material. For example in Figure 2.3 the logo of 
vizzavi has occupied the whole screen and it also took an extra time to download. The 
web designers should ask themselves if the use of such an image would add anything 
positive to the user experience. In other words, the designers make sure that any added 
graphics make service easier to use, or it should make the WAP site look better. 
Another example of useless and inappropriate use of graphics is shown in figure 2.4 
where the header of Vizzavi occupies a major part of the screen. In the presence of this 
header, the user can just see two menus out of several menu options available. If the 
header was not there or the size of header is small, it would make a lot of room for other 
options to fit on one screen.
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Figure 2.3 The unnecessary use of graphics by Condos et al., (2002)
Source:      Aslib Proceedings 2002, Page 348

Figure 2.4 The unnecessary use of graphics (Vizzavi Header) Condos et al., (2002)
Source:     Aslib Proceedings 2002, Page 348

2. Avoid long lists and indicate the length of the list

The earlier research on web usability figure out that only 10 per cent of the users would 
scroll down to navigate to see any links that are not visible to them (Nielsen, 1996). 
However, due to effective web design, the situation has improved significantly, but even 
than there are just limited numbers of users who rarely scroll down, thus it is normally
suggested that all navigation options should be offered on a single screen (Nielsen, 
1997). Therefore, the WAP designers should avoid long lists. Therefore, whenever the 
number of the options in a list exceeds the maximum number of options that can be 
shown on the screen, the length of the list should be mentioned to the user in a clear 
way (Condos et al., 2002).
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Figure 2.5 long lists without indication of the length (Vizzavi) Condos et al., (2002)
Source:   Aslib Proceedings 2002, Page 348

In Figure 2.5, there are 13 different options which comes in a sequence, however as for 
as the appearance of these screen are concerns, it does not have any indication that there 
are further menus to navigate so that the user can scroll down. In such cases, the 
appearance is quite puzzling and user could not know there are still some remaining
options to scroll down to navigate.

3. Make important options visible to the user

According to Condos et al.,(2002) all key options should be clearly visible and easily 
accessible by user to enhance the user experience. All important options such as, submit 
order, start search and help which are critical for the successful completion of a task 
should be clearly visible. The user should not have to scroll down in order to view the
other available options, if it not achievable anyhow, than user should be guided to scroll 
down in order to view important options.

4. Provide clear, helpful and meaningful error messages

The error handing in WAP should be done in a highly professional manner; the error 
massages should be simple and easily understandable. The error massages given in 
technical language are not understandable by general users. If an error does occur, the 
user should be guided with a meaningful and helpful message. Therefore, clear and 
informative language should be used. The designers should make every effort to 
minimize the occurrence of errors. As a whole, the error message should inform the 
user, what was wrong and what to do next in order to solve this problem (Condos et al., 
2002).

5. Avoid dead ends

The WAP designers should carefully update the links to facilitate users, during a study 
conducted on BBC portal, Condos et al., (2002) found that there were some links and 
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when they used that links to reach other websites, they found that websites were no 
longer available. The same problem appeared while tried to read an article on Guardian 
Unlimited website, the link of the article was there but the article was no longer
available. The WAP designers should try to prevent the occurrence of such problems, 
since it wastes the user's time and money, and turns into customer dissatisfaction. In a 
long run, the occurrence of such dead-ends; the users are generally frustrated and angry. 
Therefore, links to pages that are no longer available should be removed on regular
basis (Condos et al., 2002).

6. Format and present content appropriately

The format and contents of WAP portal should be designed and managed according to 
the particular characteristics of the mobile environment in order to achieve the user 
expectations. Actually, short, informative and concise way to present WAP contents 
enhance user experience and result as customer retention and satisfaction (Condos et al., 
2002).

7. Offer consistency in navigation and naming of menu options

Condos et al. (2002) recommended that WAP designers should make sure that the users 
are facilitated with consistent navigation options throughout the site. This consistency in 
navigation menus would help the user to browse site and make easier to retrieve 
information. It will also impact to enhance the learnability and predictability levels of 
the user interface. For instance, the use of "back" button, which when pressed should 
take the user to the previous page and not one level up. Similarly, the options, which 
when selected lead to the same site, should be given the same name throughout the site. 
As a result, the options which would take the user to other sites should be named in a 
different way. 

8. Provide the user with sufficient prompting

According to Condos et al. (2002) the WAP designer should make it easy for users to 
find clear, prompt and sufficient information and sufficient help and guidance should be 
given throughout the site to complete common tasks. The interface should be made 
user-friendly to support users how to select options, such as textboxes, order processing, 
formatting, printing etc.

9. Minimize user input

Since, the nature of WAP services are different as compare to PC based systems, 
therefore it is difficult to give input by using a WAP phone as compare to the keyboard, 
therefore, the WAP designers should take it on a high priority that the maximum input 
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should be technically controlled by using check box buttons to save user time (Condos 
et al., 2002).

10. Structure tasks to aid the user's interaction with the system

According to Condos et al. (2002) in WAP portals the information should be organized 
and designed in such a way that provides the user with a clear, logical, brief and highly 
structured choice of options to use. Therefore, WAP designers should ensure that 
fundamental and common tasks can be carried out with the minimum amount of time 
and interaction such as, scrolling, typing, etc. Therefore, the method of task-analysis 
should be organized in order to highlight the steps that the user is most likely to follow 
in order to complete a task.

2.8.3   Usability heuristics for User Interface Design

Pearrow Mark (2002) in his book “The wireless web usability handbook” has included 
the “usability heuristics of user interface design” written by Nielsen (1990). He utilized 
these usability heuristics of Nielsen (1990) with an objective to develop an 
understanding for user interface design. These usability principles are generally known 
as "heuristics" since these are normally considered as “thumb rules” for usability. These 
heuristics, which start from basic human needs, are not just applicable to mobile 
computing devices but to any system with which a human must interact. If a system 
violates any one of these principles or is lacking it, then the system is probably 
unusable.

1. Visibility of system status

According to Nielsen (1990) the system should always keep users informed about what 
is going on through appropriate feedback within reasonable time. User need some sort 
of feedback that lets them know that their command is being processed, in other words 
“something is happening” therefore they don’t need to click again. Many poorly 
designed shopping interfaces have caused anger to users who have clicked multiple 
times on the “Process Order” button when they could not get any immediate feedback. 
The real problem here is the cumulative frustration that this sort of brokenness causes to 
end users. 

2. Use user’s own language

According to Nielsen (1990) the system should speak the user’s language, with words, 
phrases and concepts familiar to the user, rather than system-oriented expressions. 
Designers should follow real-world conventions thus information should appear in a 
natural and logical order. Many systems are basically unusable because the designer 
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selected “cute”, “artistic”, ”poetic” or just downright jargon filled nomenclature for the 
system. It is vital that, user-oriented vocabulary should be developed before designing 
any system.

3. User control and freedom

According to Nielsen (1990) users generally choose system functions by mistake and 
will need a clearly marked "emergency exit" to leave the unwanted situation without 
having to go through an extended dialogue such as support undo or redo. 

4. Consistency and standards

Consistency is the most important design principles for usable systems. This can be 
applied at multiple levels; at first a system should at the bare minimum be consistent 
within itself. For example, navigation constructs should not change across different 
parts of the system. If the selection of a check box button in one part of the system 
indicates that a feature is active, this should be the standard thought-out the system. 
Therefore, users should not have to wonder whether different words, situations, or 
actions mean the same thing. Better to follow platform conventions. Nielsen (1990)

5. Error Prevention

According to Nielsen (1990) good error messages that make sense to the user are always 
necessary. It is ideal to create a “careful design” which prevents a problem from 
occurring in the first place. Error-prone conditions should be eliminated or check for 
them and present users with a confirmation option before they commit to an action. 

6. Recognition versus Recall

Nielsen (1990) recommends that the user's memory load should be minimized by 
making objects, actions, and options visible. The user should not have to remember 
information from one part of the dialogue to another part. Instructions for use of the 
system should be clearly visible or else easily retrievable whenever needed. We see this 
principle in use every day, in street signs, the letters painted on keyboard key caps, 
iconic instructions for using a gasoline pump to fill our cars etc. The secret is to strike a 
balance between knowledge that is stored in the head and information that is 
externalized. Too much reliance on memorized information makes a system difficult to 
learn and use.

7. Flexibility of use

According to Nielsen (1990) system should be flexible to use for every one. Since, 
user’s levels of experience with systems can very; this leads to the necessity of having 
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multiple “views” of users. Mainly, users can be divided into four types based on their 
experience and comfort level with a given system:

i). Novice users: has little to no experience using system. Must often consult user 
manual, online help etc. Enjoys a minimal use of system functionality.

ii). Intermediate users: are familiar with many aspects of system. Consults the manual 
infrequently and able to perform most tasks with ease.

iii). Power user: know the system very well from an end-user perspective. Actively 
seeks way to optimize performance by using hidden “accelerator” aspect. Almost never 
consults manual.

iv). Expert user: not only knows how to use system, but also understands its internal 
working. Therefore, system should be flexible to cater both inexperienced and 
experienced users.

8. Aesthetic and minimalist design

According to Nielsen (1990) dialogues should not contain information which is 
irrelevant or not often needed. Each extra unit of information in a dialogue competes 
with the relevant units of information and reduce its relative visibility. 

9. Sensible error messages

According to Nielsen (1990) error messages should be expressed in plain language (no 
codes), precisely indicate the problem, and constructively suggest a solution. Ideally, 
error message should explain what happened in terms of understanding to the user. One 
of the most important heuristics in usability is to use the user’s natural language. This is 
particularly true with regard to error messages, since user is the most in need of good 
usability when a system is not performing as expected. The designers should avoid 
using any system or technical language which is not easily understandable by common 
users.

10. Help and documentation

According to Nielsen (1990) it is an ideal situation that a system can be used without 
documentation, however sometime it may be necessary to provide help and 
documentation for particular system. This is rarely the case with wireless applications, 
since most wireless application binaries are too small to become overly complex. Any 
such information (documentation) should be easy to search, focused on the user's task, 
list concrete steps to be carried out and should not be too big.
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CHAPTER 3.            CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

According to Miles and Huberman (1994, p.18) “The conceptual framework explains, 
either graphically or in narrative form, the main things to be studied.” In our previous
chapters presented we have described background and problem discussion about our 
research purpose. In this chapter we will take concepts from literature review to build 
our conceptual framework: 

RQ 1.  Does the design of current WAP services contain major usability flaws?

In the previous section, we have studied usability engineering, usability principles, 
usability attributes and usability principles for WAP services. We found that earlier 
research conducted by Ramsay 2001, Condos et al, 2002 and Nielsen 1993 is very much 
useful to answer our first research question to workout does the design of current WAP 
services contain major usability flaws?

Usability Principles for WAP Services defined by Condos et al., (2002)

 Avoid unnecessary use of graphics

 Avoid long lists and indicate the length of the list

 Make important options visible to the user

 Provide clear, helpful and meaningful error messages

 Avoid dead ends

 Format and present content appropriately

 Offer consistency in navigation and naming of menu options

 Provide the user with sufficient prompting

 Minimize user input

 Structure tasks to aid the user's interaction with the system

Usability Attributes (Nielsen, 1993)

 Learnability
Learnability is most likely the fundamental usability attribute as most systems 
need to be easy to learn.

 Efficiency of use
The systems should be efficient to use, that once the user has learned the system 
can easily use it.

 Memorability
System should be easy to remember, so that a formal user is able to return to the 
system after some period without having to relearn everything over again.
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 Subjective satisfaction
Subjective satisfaction refers to the extent the system is pleasurable to use. 

Usability Principles for WAP Services defined by Ramsay (2001)

 E-Navigation and Labeling 

 Unnecessary browse time

 Minimize input

 Help Facility

RQ 2.  How the m-commerce interface design can be made user-friendly?

The earlier research indicates that user centered interface design principles and usability 
principles plays key role to improve interface design. Since, our research is intended to 
first figure-out any existing flaws in WAP services and in second research question, we 
will attempt to propose solutions to improve the interface design with the help of 
valuable research conducted by Nielsen, 1990, Dix et al.,1993, and Preece et al.,1995.

Usability heuristics for User Interface Design: Jakob Nielsen (1990) 

 Visibility of system status 

 Use user’s own language

 User control and freedom 

 Consistency and standards 

 Error Prevention 

 Recognition versus Recall 

 Flexibility of use 

 Aesthetic and minimalist design 

 Sensible error messages

 Help and documentation 

Principles to support Usability (Dix et al.,1993)

 Flexibility

 The multiplicity of ways the user and system exchange information.

 Robustness

 The level of support provided the user in determining successful achievement  

The User-Centered Interface Design (Preece et al.,1995)

 Utility: the functionality of a system to improve ‘effectiveness’ and ‘efficiency’ 

 Safety: is a principal importance in the design of safety critical systems. 
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Figure 3.1 Emerged Frame of work
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CHAPTER 4.            METHODOLOGY

The following chapter on methodology will describe different research methods used in 
our study and explain the chosen methods. It will also describe the research purpose, 
research approach, research strategy, data collection methods and analysis approach. 
In addition, this chapter will describes the chosen sampling technique, the way the data 
has been collected for this study and the techniques used to analysis the data. Finally, 
the issues of the reliability and validity to present study are discussed. 

4.1 Research Purpose

There are several techniques that could be used to conduct a research. Generally, 
conducting a research is very much associated with the ability and knowledge of 
researcher about a business domain and his/her expertise about problem area.  
According to Yin (1994), there are three ways of research available when dealing with a 
research problem: 

 Exploratory

 Descriptive

 Explanatory

Exploratory

According to Yen (1994) exploratory research is often conducted when problem is not 
well known or it has not been clearly defined yet, or its real scope is yet unclear. It 
allows the researcher to gather the information as much as possible concerning a 
specific problem. According to Chisnall (1997) exploratory research is designed to 
identify the real nature of research problem and formulation of hypothesis for later tests. 
Exploratory study gives valuable insight of the problem and result drawn from this 
study is in firm grasp of essential characters. Exploratory research also provides 
suggestive ideas through reviewing information from the problem area.

4.1.2    Descriptive 

Descriptive research is used to obtain information pertaining to the current status of the 
phenomena to describe “what exists” with respect to variables or conditions in a 
situation. Descriptive research is used when the objective is to provide a systematic 
description that is as factual and accurate as possible or when the problem is well 
structured and there is no intention to investigate cause/effect relation. It provides the 
number of times something occurs, or frequency, lends itself to statistical calculations 
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such as determining the average number of occurrences or central tendencies (Yin, 
1994). 

4.1.3    Explanatory

According to Chisnall (1997) explanatory research develops theory that can be used to 
explain the empirical generalizations. Explanatory study is generally used when the 
focus is on cause-effect relationships, explaining which causes produced which effects. 
Explanatory research approach must be used when it is necessary to show that one 
variable causes or determines the value of the other variables. A high level of flexibility 
characterizes an exploratory case study and it is suitable when a problem is difficult to 
demarcate.

In our research, we are primarily Descriptive, since our research is intended to obtain 
information pertaining to the current status of the WAP services. We will make a
systematic attempt to workout any flaws in WAP services. Since, we do not have
intention to investigate cause/effect relation therefore our research is descriptive. 

4.2 Research Approach

The choice of research approach is not merely dependent on researcher’s 
epistemological position and pre knowledge, but should also be influenced by the 
research questions he/she set out to highlight (Yin, 1994). There are two choices of 
research approaches are available, and these are qualitative approach and quantitative
approach.

Qualitative Approach 

A qualitative research approach provides a deeper understanding of the phenomenon 
under investigation. Furthermore, qualitative data are characterised by the richness and 
fullness based on the opportunity to explore a subject. The nature of qualitative data has 
implications for both its collection and its analysis.  The aim of a qualitative study is 
primarily to understand, not to explain (Denscombe, 2003). 

Quantitative Approach 

A quantitative research measures and analyzes casual relationships between variables, 
not the processes Denscombe (2003). He further states that quantitative research 
methods are used within natural science, the meanings are often derived from numbers 
and the aim is usually explanatory, to permit generalizations and to enable predictions 
about the future. 
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Denscombe (2003) differentiate between qualitative and quantitative research by 
describing their distinctive features. More specifically he justify that qualitative research 
implies an emphasis on processes and meanings that are not measured in terms of 
quantity amount, intensity or frequency.

As the aim of our study is to evaluate the usability principles of WAP enabled services 
from user’s point of view and to workout any flaws in existing WAP services, therefore
while taking our research problem and research questions into consideration, we find it 
suitable to use the qualitative research approach because the aim of a qualitative study 
is primarily to understand, not to explain (Denscombe, 2003).

4.3 Research Strategy

In this section with the view to do qualitative research as a general research approach, 
the focus now turns to the research strategies available to collect the data. Yin (1994) 
states five primary research strategies in the social sciences. These include experiments, 
surveys, archival analysis, histories and case studies. According to Yin (1994) the 
selection of these strategies depends upon three distinct conditions:

1. The type of research question posed: This study asks primarily how and why research
questions.
2. The extent of control an investigator has over actual behavioural events: This
researcher has none; his job is to observe and interview.
3. The degree of focus on contemporary as opposed to behaviour events: This study
focuses on the how and why of a contemporary event.

These different conditions and their relevant situation can be found in table 4.3.1 

Strategy
Form of Research 

Question

Requires control 
over behavioural 

event?

Focuses on
Contemporary 

events?

Experiments How, Why Yes Yes

Survey

Who, what, where

How many, how 
much

No Yes

History
Who, what, where
How many, how 

much
No Yes/No

Archival Analysis How, Why No No

Case study How, Why No Yes

Table 4.3.1 Relevant situation for different research strategies
Source:      Yin, 1994, P.6
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4.3.1 Experiments 

According to Yin (1994) the experimental method involves manipulating one variable 
to determine if changes in one variable cause changes in another variable. The 
experiments rely on controlled methods, random assignment, and the manipulation of 
variable test as hypothesis. This strategy is used when the researcher need to compare 
two variables and examine their cause and effect relationships, however, in our case the 
experiment is not suitable strategy because of the lack of control over behavioral events. 

4.3.2 Survey

According to Zikmund (1994) survey is a research technique in which information is 
collected by interviews with a large number of respondents using a pre-designed 
questionnaire. In our study, this method is unsuitable because our intention is to 
evaluate the usability principles of WAP enabled services where, particular user 
experience or knowledge is required.

4.3.3 History

According to Yin (1994) history method deals with past, and is used when no relevant 
persons are alive to interview or report. This method is specifically used to describe the 
content, structure and function of the data which collected for research

4.3.4 Archival Information

According to Zikmund (1994) the purpose of this technique is to describe or prevalence 
of a phenomenon. In our research, archival records are not appropriate since the study 
does not answer to question how much. 

4.3.5   Case Study

According to Denscombe (2003) case studies represent investigations in which the 
interest is focused on detailed, in-depth descriptions and analysis of individual cases. In 
addition, case studies offer an important advantage, since one can gain a holistic view of 
a process, as detailed observations enable the researcher to study many different aspects 
and how they relate to each other in the total environment. 

According to Yin (1994) case studies can also be performed and include more than one 
case, which is called a multiple case study. Multiple case studies have advantage of 
providing evidence that is considered to be more compelling and more robust, however 
they are also time consuming and expensive. For our thesis, we will use multiple-case 
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study, because multiple cases studies have advantage of providing evidence that is 
considered to be more compelling and more robust.

Therefore, based on the nature of our research multiple case studies are suitable strategy 
and we have chosen two WAP portals CNN.com and Amazon.com as our cases studies. 
The criteria for this selection is that, the both WAP portals are well known, well 
structured and reliable brands for m-commerce and leading WAP portals of their 
respective fields. Due to their long outstanding positions in m-commerce, these portals 
are generally considered as well established WAP portals, as compare to many other 
new and unknown portals. 

In addition, these two WAP portals are few of the most frequently visited portals; 
therefore, they have been constantly updated according to the needs of users. Therefore, 
as compare to other portals, we found them full of contents and most suitable for our 
case study. CNN.com is mainly deals in national and international news, weather, TV 
programs whereas Amazon.com deals in online shopping and offer a broad range of 
products such as books, videos, journals and academics just a few names to mention. As 
for as, the business nature of both WAP portals are concern they are different. 
Therefore, we found these portals very interesting to explore with two different business 
domains. Since, back to our research problem, the reason of this selection is mainly that 
we want to evaluate the usability principles of WAP enabled services; therefore these 
portals offer rich usability. 

4.4    Sample Selection

While conducting research, it is generally impossible or too much expensive to collect 
data from all the potential units of analysis included in the research problem. However, 
samples are chosen to represent the relevant attributes of the whole population. Since,
the samples are not perfectly representative of the population from which they are 
drawn, the researcher cannot be certain that the conclusions will be generalized to the 
entire population (Graziano & Raulin, 1997). Based on the nature of our research, our 
sample selection criteria is as following:

 We have selected forty graduate level college students, with 
variety of educational background, however mainly in 
computer science, business administration and electronic 
commerce fields; therefore we can get benefit from their 
knowledge and technical skills.

 We have selected these forty students with m-commerce 
experience, so we can get benefit of their usability 
experience. In fact, these students are real “M-Commerce
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customers” and have been using m-commerce for games, 
books, music, videos, CD’s, soft drinks, e-ticketing, buying 
home appliances and conducting bank transactions as well as 
broad range of other product and services. The other interests 
of these m-commerce customers includes, internet browsing, 
news searching, finding new product offering and hot deals.

 These selected students for survey were studying at Luleå
University of Technology, Luleå, Sweden. These sample 
students were easy to access within University campus, since 
finding other WAP customers (non-students) was quite 
difficult because we could not get access to any company to 
dig up customer database for survey. Since, these students are 
actual m-commerce customers; therefore they fulfill our study 
needs. 

 We have selected both male and female students with age 
between “18-35” years, because young people are more 
adventurous about m-commerce, as compare to senior 
citizens. A research conducted by AFNOM and TNS Sofres
(2005) shows that in a Norwegian survey, 80% of 8-24 year-
olds participants answered that they had used a mobile 
telephone for m-commerce previous day.

4.5   Data Collection 

According to Denscombe (2003) data collection are the tactics to reach our goal. He
states that research methods are tools, including techniques of data gathering, 
techniques of analysis and techniques of writing. There are two common classification 
of data on which research design depends:

1) Primary Data: 

 Observation

 Experimentation 

 Questionnaires

 Interviews

2) Secondary Data:

 Research reports

 Books

 Articles

 Trade publications
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According to Yin (1994) data may be collected using six different sources such as, 

 Documents

 Archival records

 Interviews

 Direct observation

 Participant observation and 

 Physical artifacts

Denscombe (2003) and Yin (1994) agree that qualitative researchers should try to use as 
many different sources as possible in qualitative research. Yin (1994) added that no 
single source has complete advantage of all other sources.

Table 4.5.1: Source of Evidence
Source:       Yin 1994, P. 85
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In our study, we will collect data by questionnaire. We have formed our questionnaire 
in the light of previous theories conducted on WAP usability. We have asked students in 
our selected sample to carry out some specific “Preset tasks” and then fill up a 
“satisfaction questionnaire” which we will use to assess user satisfaction level about 
WAP usability. Following is the list of preset tasks which we have used as guide for our 
questionnaire

The Tasks

The preset tasks were compiled with following purposes in mind. 

 We make an attempt to provide the users with a wide range of tasks, which the users 
would use in a real life situation

 We will make the preset tasks list in by keeping in mind the interest of the user, so 
they feel comfortable while conducting tasks. For example we will start with 
interested areas such as latest news and weather forecast

 We want to ask the participants to carry out tasks whose difficulty would increase 
gradually

Task Table

Task Task Description
1 Connect to CNN portal and read latest world news

2 Choose world news headlines and read any corresponding article

3 Retrieve tomorrow’s weather forecast for Texas

4 Retrieve tonight TV listing of Star Movies

5 Retrieve Law Reports and read an article

6 Go to Video menu and watch any video clip of your own interest and go back to 
home page

7 Go to Travel menu, and choose a travel plan of your own choice

8 Go to sports menu, under sports highlights, search sport sore of any game / 
watch any sports video

9 Connect to Amazon WAP portal and choose any Book or Text Book based on 
Book Title or author name

10 Choose Jewelry & Watches and find Jewelry or Watch of your interest

11 Find any DVD of your interest based on DVD name or Actor name

12 Find the latest deals under “Deal of the day” and explore the product details

13 Find GPS under “Electronics” category and add to “Shopping Cart” to test a 
complete transaction

14 Search any Microsoft product in “software category” and adds into “shopping 
cart”
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We used Nokia E61i & Nokia E63 cell phones to carry out above mention tasks. Since, 
we found these cell phones best for WAP accessibility and high performance. Only one 
participant was tested at a time. It took approx. 40-50 minutes each participant to 
complete these tasks.

The main purpose of this study is to evaluate the usability of WAP services; therefore 
we have chosen two American WAP portals www.amazon.com which is world famous 
for its online books and magazines shopping and www.cnn.com which is world leader 
in latest news information delivery. The choice is made based on facts that both WAP 
portals are well structured and well established. The second reason of this choice of 
both WAP portals is that these are different in its business nature; therefore we can have 
a broader vision and extended results, rather than just selecting similar portals and gets 
the similar results.

The study will makes an attempt to identify errors and difficulties concerned in 
navigating the WAP sites by utilizing the available services. Furthermore, the study will 
focus on following issues:

 Can users perform and complete common tasks within an acceptable amount of 
time? 

 Is the design of WAP services containing major usability flaws?
 What obstacles prevent completion of common tasks?
 Is the design of WAP services cause for frustration and errors? 

4.6   Data Analysis

According to Yin (1994) data analysis consists of examining, categorizing, tabulating or 
recombining the evidence to address the initial propositions of a study. The ultimate 
objective of analyzing data is to treat the evidence fairly, to produce compelling 
analytical results and to rule out alternative interpretations. There are two strategies to
choose between two general analytical strategies these are

 Relying on theoretical propositions or 

 Developing a case description

According to Yin (1994) relying on theoretical propositions is the most common 
strategy used for a case study. The result of this strategy is that the data collection is 
based on research questions taken from previous studies. The findings of the study will 
then be compared with the results/findings from previous studies. This method is 
particularly useful in answering the “how” and “why” questions. 

http://www.amazon.com
http://www.cnn.com
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According to Miles & Huberman (1994) data analysis consists of three simultaneous
flows of activities. These three activities are data reduction, data display, and conclusion 
drawing and verification. Data reduction should not be considered to be separate from 
analysis, but a part of it. This reduction of the data helps to sharpen, sort, focus, discard, 
and organize the data in a way that allows for final conclusions to be drawn and 
verified.

Data reduction refers to the process of selecting, focusing, simplifying, abstracting, and 
transforming the raw data. This reduction helps in sharpening, sorting, focusing, 
discarding and organizing data so that final conclusions can be drawn (Miles & 
Huberman, 1994).

Data display refers to an organized assembly of information that permits conclusions, 
drawing and action taking. Since, the data collected can be boring and overloaded 
humans’ information-processing capabilities, displays should be used to organize the 
information in an immediately accessible form e.g schedules, graphs, etc. (Miles & 
Huberman, 1994).

The final analytical activity for the qualitative research is conclusion 
drawing/verification. Analysts start to decide what things mean from the beginning of 
data collection. They do this by noting regularities, patterns, explanations, possible 
configurations, causal flows, and propositions. However, a competent researcher should 
hold such conclusions lightly, while maintaining both openness and degree of 
scepticism. The research should follow these three steps in data analysis (Miles & 
Huberman, 1994).

Our data analysis is based on these three steps. We will use the within-case analysis and 
the cross-case analysis mentioned by Miles and Huberman (1994). The data will first be 
reduced through a within-case analysis where the cases will be compared with the 
theory and frame of reference. The data will then be further reduced by being displayed 
through a cross-case analysis where the cases will be compared with one another to find 
similarities and differences and finally we will draw our conclusion.

4.7   Validity and Reliability

Reliability and validity are essential aspects of research practice; therefore importance 
of these criteria’s should be recognized by researchers who are engaged in survey work. 
These terms are not always easily distinguished; some degree of overlap can be
expected and they are somehow interconnected (Chisnall, 1997).
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4.7.1   Validity

Validity refers to the extent that how well a specific research method measures what it 
claims to measure. For instance, a thermometer is designed to measure temperature and 
a barometer is designed to measure atmospheric pressure. It is generally more difficult 
to resolve validity than reliability (Chisnall, 1997).

In order to increase the validity, we have formed a detail task table which will act as 
guide for WAP testing students to carryout some certain tasks, therefore students can 
successfully carryout these tasks.

4.7.2 Reliability

Reliability refers to the stability and consistency of results obtained from research. The 
extent of the probability that the same results could be obtained if the measures used in 
the research were replicated. Basically, reliability is associated with the consistency, 
accuracy and predictability of specific research findings. In addition, the role of 
reliability is to minimize the errors and biases in a study. There are two major things 
that can increase reliability: the use of case study protocol and the development of a 
case study database (Chisnall, 1997). To increase reliability, we prepared our 
satisfaction questionnaire and open-ended questions were asked in questionnaire.
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CHAPTER 5.            DATA PRESENTATION

This chapter will present the empirical data collected from the two case studies. The 
presentation is divided into two sections; it starts with introduction of the cnn.com, 
followed by amazon.com and their data respectively. We will present the data collected 
through questionnaires which was based on our Preset tasks executed by WAP users. It 
does the same order as our research questions are posed, conceptualized and the 
literature was reviewed.   

5.1 CNN.COM

CNN.com is among the world's leaders in online news and information delivery. CNN 
has a team of dedicated staff to work 24 hours, seven days a week throughout the year. 
CNN's world headquarters are located in Atlanta, Georgia, and in bureaus worldwide.
CNN.com heavily relies on CNN's global team of almost 4,000 news professionals. 
CNN.com features the latest multimedia technologies, from live video streaming, audio 
packages to searchable archives of news features and background information. The site 
is updated continuously throughout the day. (www.cnn.com). CNN.com is owned by 
parent company “Time Warner Inc.” which is a leading global media and entertainment 
company with businesses in films, entertainment, television networks, interactive 
services, cable systems and publishing. In terms of quality, popularity and financial 
results, Time Warner divisions are generally at the top of their categories. America 
Online, Time Inc., Time Warner Cable, Home Box Office, New Line Cinema, Turner 
Broadcasting System and Warner Bros. are just few examples. (www.timewarner.com). 

RQ 1.  Does the design of current WAP services contain major 
usability flaws?

5.1.1 CNN.COM

In Literature review, we have studied usability engineering, usability principles, 
usability attributes and usability principles for WAP services. In our research 
methodology chapter, we have formed our preset tasks based on usability principles for 
WAP services to answer our first research question to workout does the design of 
current WAP services contain major usability flaws?

The preset tasks 1 to 8 are related to CNN portal whereas tasks 9 to 14 are related to
Amazon portal.

http://www.cnn.com
http://www.timewarner.com
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Task 1. Connect to CNN portal and read latest world news

The users connected with CNN.com and they read variety of news under “home page”
and “world’s news” links. All the text and color were found user friendly and contents 
of site were found good. However, there were approx. 25 common menus which starts 
from World, U.S, Weather, Business, Sports, Law, video, Travel…contact us which 
appears under every links. These menus which appears constantly under every link, 
occupies a wide space of mobile screen. It increases the down loading time on every 
page. In addition, it creates a scrolling hurdle for readers because in order to access the 
desire information on every page, the reader first have to scroll down through all these 
common menus in order to access the desire information/article. All these menus should 
be limited to home page and reader can access them one by one by using “Back Button”
or using “Home Button”. The home page was full of images, which results in increase 
in downloading time, furthermore, the long list of menus, make reader confuse to search 
the desire information. 

Task 2. Choose world news headlines and read any corresponding article

Various news and corresponding articles from cnn.com/WORLD were explored for 
reading. All explored articles were found in good health. The task was carried out 
successfully.

Task 3. Retrieve tomorrow’s weather forecast for Texas

The participant users accessed the weather forecast and the link was working properly. 
There were two options given to obtain weather forecast, by City name (i.e. Hustan), or 
by entering ZIP code for that city/state. The users tested both options and got their
desired results. However, there was an option to select a city from pick list “Select 
from list” to select a country and city but that pick list was not operational. By clicking
this drop down list, it could not work and even could not produce any error massage. 

Task 4. Retrieve tonight TV listing of Star Movies

There was no TV Guide available, where reader can get the schedule of TV Programs 
based on channel. There were some other links like “Entertainment” where several TV 
news and TV stories were covered and hot TV programs of some channels were also 
given however users were unable to obtain their tonight TV listing of Star Movies. In 
addition, the information available for “hot TV programs” and “TV stories” was not in 
an ascending order / indexed and users could not understand the logic of information 
display. In other words the information was scattered.
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Task 5.  Retrieve Law Reports and read an article

The law reports were arranged well and articles were found operational. The users 
successfully retrieved and read different articles. However under CNN.com/LAW link 
there were almost 9 different big and small images found which noticeably reduced the 
down loading time.

Task 6.  Go to Video menu and watch any video clip of your interest and go back to 
home page

Under cnn.com/VIDEO menu, none of videos were found operational. It was more 
surprising that, even it could not display any error massage. Apparently, it seems that 
user has not click the link, however after making many attempts it was confirmed that
the link was not operational. The same result was found under home page, where users
tried to watch some news video clips but non of them were found operational for 
example, one video clip ”Is the Iraqi army getting closer to taking control” the video 
clip could not run/ execute. Several other video clips were also test but the result 
remains the same.

7. Go to Travel menu, and choose a travel plan of your own choice

In order to book a ticket or make travel plan, there were several options under the 
cnn.com/Travel link. These were external links to other websites, such as Air 
Canada/West jet/ American Air Lines/ Kayak etc. The customer has to switch to these 
external portals in order to finalize a deal. The first available link was about Air Canada. 
While clicking on Air Canada link an error messages appeared that 

“This site is temporarily down for maintenance. Please come back later. Thanks, Sorry 
for inconvenience”

However other available external links were found operational for example, West jet 
and American Air Lines. 

8. Go to sports menu and under sports highlights, search sports sore of any game of 
your choice

The sports highlight shows a broad range of sport highlights including sports scores, 
event dates and sports commentary. The available information was rich in its context. In 
order to find any particular sports info, the user has to write the sports name in “Search 
Box” to retrieve desired information. While writing sports name, the user might make 
spelling mistake or space between keyword which not recognized by the portal. 
Therefore, it is highly desired that all sports names should be predefined on portal in an 
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ascending order, so user can just pick any sport of his/her own interest. This could 
significantly enhance the user experience. 

RQ 2.  How the m-commerce interface design can be made 

user-friendly?

The earlier research indicates that user centered interface design principles and usability 
principles plays key role to improve interface design. Since, our research is intended to 
first figure out any existing flaws in WAP services and in second research question, we 
will attempt to propose solutions to improve the interface design with the help of 
valuable research conducted by Preece et al.,1995, Nielsen, 1993, Dix et al.,1993, and
Shackel et al., 1990. 

5.1.2 CNN.COM

Visibility of system status

The visibility of system status in CNN portal was very clear. The system process the 
request instantly. In few places where search option was used, the system shows a 
message “Processing data” so that user should know something happening. For 
example, in task 8 “Go to sports menu, watch any sports video” the request was being 
processed with a system status “Processing data”.

Use user’s own language

In CNN portal, a real life language was used. Especially in news section, easy to 
understand and every day English language was used. The vocabulary selection was 
very simple. While writing analysis on current affaires, simple sentences were used and 
scientific vocabulary was avoided.  For example, in task 2, “Choose world news 
headlines and read any corresponding article”, the article “Americans worry about 
Afghanistan” a simple and easy to understand language was used in a logical order, 
therefore an average audience without strong political knowledge can also get the 
picture of the news.

User control and freedom

The user control and freedom was ensured on CNN portal, since user move around 
portal using “Next”, “Previous” and “Go to Top” options were used. By using these 
navigation options user can easily move around the portal with ease of freedom. 
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Consistency and standards

The CNN portal found highly consistent. All the main heading were in bold and in 
bigger font, whereas all the “detailed news” were in normal text. Wherever, there was a 
“SEARCH” option, it was followed by a “SUBMIT” button. Weather news in task-3 
and search a video in task-4 are good examples of consistency in CNN portal. 

Error Prevention

The error prevention method in CNN portal was not very effective. Since, in task-6 
under cnn.com/VIDEO menu, none of videos were found operational. It was even more 
frustrating that system does not produce any error. In addition, in task-7 “Choose a 
Travel plan of your choice” the external link for Air Canada was broken which shows 
that portal was not updated appropriately.

Recognition versus Recall

Since, the nature of CNN portal was limited to news and no complex shopping 
experience was involved, therefore most of the information was very simple to 
understand and recognize. In addition, the news were arranged using different news 
categories, therefore user can easily recognise where he can fetch his desired 
information, for example the football score and ice-hockey events reveals that the 
information is arranged under “Sports” category.

Flexibility of use

The CNN portal provides high level of flexibility, as within a very short period of time; 
the users were successfully able to conduct variety of tasks. Since, the portal was 
flexible to navigate, therefore users of different background (experienced and 
inexperienced) were equally comfortable to complete tasks 1 – 8.  

Aesthetic and minimalist design

The information available on CNN was mostly relevant and important. The main 
headings were generally concise however user can proceed to sub links for further 
details. The news was arranged using categories and their relevancy to each other. In 
general, the design was aesthetic. 

Sensible error messages

In CNN portal, error occurred twice. At first place, while conducting task-6 “watch 
video” none of the videos found operational, however in this case system even does not 
generate any error. In Second place, in task-7, In order to book a ticket under the 
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cnn.com/Travel link the external link for Air Canada does not work and system 
generates following error message  

“This site is temporarily down for maintenance. Please come back later. Thanks, Sorry 
for inconvenience”

As for as, the error message was concern, it was sensible.

Robustness

In order to validate robustness in CNN portal, various tasks were analyzed. Especially 
task-7 “Go to Travel menu, and choose a travel plan of your own choice” and task-8 
“Go to sports menu, under sports highlights, watch any sports video” were performed.
The task-7 was partially successful, since the user were unable to perform any travel 
arrangement using Air Canada external link, however they successfully perform 
booking using other external air lines. In task-8, the users attempt to find “Score” of 
different sports such as ice-hockey, soccer, volleyball etc. In order to find any sports 
score, user has to enter the sports name in “Search Box” to retrieve desired information. 
While writing sports name, the users sometime could not got results because of space in 
keywords and sometimes joining the keywords. The users were confused how to 
proceed with the task. In addition, in case of error in spelling or space in keyword, 
system does not produce any “ALTERNATIVE”, (Did you mean: Ice Hockey) that 
could be a best way to guide the user; therefore, the Robustness of CNN was remain 
very poor.  

Utility

As for as, the utility of CNN portal is concern, the portal offers functional efficiency to 
perform variety of tasks such as reading latest world news, weather, law, entertainment,
travel and health news and articles just a few names to mention. The portal is fully 
operational to perform all basic tasks successfully.  

Safety

CNN.com is a news broadcasting agency, therefore based on their business nature, there 
are no heavy transitions involved in CNN portal. Most of information is available to 
readers free of charge. However, few articles are needed to buy in order to read that 
articles. In such cases, the system can perform immediate transition using secure credit 
cards. 
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5.2  AMAZON.COM

Amazon.com is a Fortune 500 company based and founded in Seattle, Washington. 
Amazon.com is a global leader in e-commerce, since 1995, when Jeff Bezos started 
Amazon.com, the company has significantly expanded its product offerings, 
international sites and worldwide network of fulfilment and customer-service centres. 
At present, Amazon.com offers everything from books, electronics to diamond 
jewellery. The company operate sites in the United Kingdom, Germany, France, Japan, 
Canada, and China. In 2000, the company began to offer its best-of-breed e-commerce 
platform to other retailers and to individual sellers. At the moment, big-name retailers 
work with Amazon services to power their e-commerce offerings from end-to-end, 
including technology services, merchandising, customer service, technical support and 
order delivery (amazon.com).

RQ 1.  Does the design of current WAP services contain 
major usability flaws?

5.2.1 AMAZON.COM

Task 9. Connect to Amazon WAP portal and choose any Book or Text Book based on 
Book Title or author name

The users could browse books related information by two ways, first by entering “book 
title”, secondly by entering “Author name”. The search option was efficient enough to 
produce results. The users successfully found different books based on book title and 
author name. In addition, the user can also find book by entering book “ISBN number”
which was observed much faster and accurate way of searching.

Task 10.  Choose Jewelry & Watches and find Jewelry or Watch of your own interest

There was a comprehensive category of jewellery and watches available under this 
category range form jewellery, Pearls, Platinum, Gold, Silver, Men's Jewellery, 
Children's Jewellery, and Religious Jewellery and to countless watch models. Different 
jewellery items were tried to find and all search options were found operational.

Task 11.  Find any DVD of your interest based on DVD name or Actor name

There were several options to find DVDs based on their category like Action Movies, 
Crime movies, Disaster Films, Kids & Teens Moves etc. Search on both DVD name or 
actor name were found successful. Several searches made to test results, for instance, 
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search based on movie name “Gladiator” and a separate search made by actor name 
“Russell Crowe” retrieved desire results. 

12. Find the latest deals under “Deal of the day” and explore the product details. 

Under the “deal of the day” link, the users found a big image of “Life span Fitness TR 
3000-HRC Treadmill” as deal of the day. There were five additional images available 
for users to view different parts of that product. The users could review “View customer 
reviews” and “Editorial reviews’ for comments. The product info is an important 
element for users. Under “Product Details” link, they found following information

“Sports, Life span Fitness amazon.com Sales Rank: 23, UPC: 0855959000201)”

The users reported the above mention information insufficient and inappropriate, since 
detail does not give the right idea about product itself; it just shows an inventory kind of 
number UPC: 0855959000201 which might be good for internal use. They were 
expecting product information such as product weight, length, material used i.e 
Aluminum or steel, and belt made of leather, size of computer LCD display etc.

13. Find GPS under “Electronics” category and add to “Shopping Cart” to test a 
complete transaction

Under Electronics category, the users entered GPS in “Search” option. The system 
retrieved variety of GPS available on amazon.com portal. The results retrieved by 
search option are as following:

Sorting 
order

GPS Name & 
Model

GPS Size Price

1 Garmin Nuvi 350 3.5 inch Portable Navigator $312.00

2 TomTom One 125 3.5 inch Portable Navigator $79.95

3 Garmin Nuvi 760 4.3 inch Portable automobile 
Navigator

$226.99

4 Garmin Nuvi 360 3.5 inch Blue tooth Portable 
Navigator

$158.51

5 TomTom One XL 4.3 inch Portable Navigator with US 
& Canada maps

$174.99

6 Garmin Nuvi 360 3.5 inch Blue tooth Portable 
Navigator with text to speech

$158.51

7 Garmin Nuvi 255W 4.3 inch Portable Navigator $201.39

The sorting method/order of Amazon portal was remained unknown. It was observed 
that GPS’s was not sorted on GPS Name, Model and Size and even not on Price. The 
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user successfully selected various GPS and added them into “shopping cart” and 
proceeded to checkout to complete transition as test case. The user did not bought 
anything, since our intention was just to test the full transaction cycle.

14. Search any Microsoft product in software category and adds into shopping cart

The users searched for MS Office XP and 2007 software’s in Amazon portal. They 
found variety of software products such MS office 2007 student edition and home 
edition. The product was offered in CD form. In addition, the product was also offered 
as “Used & New” product. The both “Used & New” software had different prices and 
“New” software was less expensive as compare to “Used” software. However, the 
nature of “Used” software was quite confusing; even though it was “Used” software but 
it was more expensive than “New” one; therefore users wondered why it was being 
offered? Furthermore, the source of “Used” being was not even mentioned. However, 
the task was carried out successfully.

RQ 2. How the m-commerce interface design can be made 

user-friendly?

5.2.2 AMAZON.COM

Visibility of system status

The system visibility of Amazon was very good. The system processes the request 
quickly. The information was mainly managed using different product segments such as 
Books, Electronics, DVD etc. However, user can find variety of products using 
“Search” option. Whenever search was made the system immediately shows the result 
or shows a message “Processing data”, therefore user should not click the button again.  
In “Shopping Cart” user can view all added products. “Shopping cart” also shows the 
data without any delay. In task-13 and task-14 shopping cart utility was experienced. 

Use user’s own language

As for as, the Amazon business is concern it offers verity of products online to general 
public. Therefore, the language used in Amazon must be simple and easy to understand. 
In task-12 “Find the latest deals under “Deal of the day” and explore the product 
details”. Under that link, users found “Life span Fitness TR 3000-HRC Treadmill” as 
deal of the day. When users attempt to explore “Product Details” information, they 
found following information

“Sports, Life span Fitness amazon.com Sales Rank: 23, UPC: 0855959000201)”
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The users reported the above mention information insufficient and inappropriate, since 
detail does not give the right idea about product itself; it just shows an inventory 
number UPC: 0855959000201 which might be good for internal use.

User control and freedom

The user control and freedom was very well managed in Amazon. User can easily 
navigate around Amazon portal using “Next Page”, “Previous Page” and “Amazon.com 
Home” options.  

Consistency and standards

The Amazon portal was found well consistent, since the information was arranged using 
“Product Categories” such as Books, Electronic, DVD’s etc. In addition, comprehensive 
“Search” was available on every page, so if customer wish to made new search he/she 
should not have to go all the way back just to make new search. For selection purpose, 
check box button were used so that customer can easily make a choice among variety of 
options.  

Error Prevention

In Amazon.com portal is well designed portal that prevent errors to occur. While 
conducting tasks from 9 – 14, the users could not face any errors. All links were fully 
operational. 

Recognition versus Recall

Amazon is a public oriented (Business to Consumer) WAP portal. Therefore, 
recognition is an important factor for Amazon. In task-13 & task-14 user added various 
products into “shopping cart” to test a complete business transition. By using “Shopping 
cart” user simply add products into system and system will “remember” (keep track) of 
all these added products using shopping cart.  Due to this efficient recognition method, 
customers don’t have to remember anything.

Flexibility of use

The Amazon portal is highly flexibility. Users with different backgrounds (experienced 
and inexperienced) easily completed the tasks 9-14. The users reported the portal easy 
to learn, flexible to use, content full and easy to navigate. Therefore Amazon is good 
example of flexible portal.
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Aesthetic and minimalist design

The Amazon portal is good example of aesthetic and minimalist design. Most of the 
information is arranged using product categories such as “Books, Electronic, DVD” etc. 
In addition, any different product can be searched using “Search” facility. The user is 
guided sufficiently at various stages to carry out tasks successfully. 

Sensible error messages

As for as, Amazon portal is concern, no error was reported. The users carried out task 9-
14 without any major difficulty. 

Robustness

In order to validate robustness in Amazon portal, task-13 “Find GPS under Electronics 
category and add to “Shopping Cart” to test a complete transaction” and Task-14 
“Search any Microsoft product in software category and add into shopping cart” were 
analyzed. The objective of these tasks was to test the full business life cycle of 
Amazon.com portal. Both tasks were conducted successfully by using full features of 
the portal, such as “Product Search”, browse “product information”, add product into 
“shopping cart” up to payment. The response time was good. In case of spelling mistake 
in search, the user was guided with an “alternative”. Overall, Amazon portal is a good 
example of robustness.

Utility

Amazon portal found fully operational and functional. Users conducted multiple tasks 
without any hurdle and without any major difficulty. Users validated portal’s utility by 
testing full business life cycle of Amazon.  No major error reported in portal that 
prevents the customer to carry out basic tasks.  

Safety

Amazon is an online retail portal that provides variety of products to their valuable 
customers. The Amazon business nature is B2C. The customer can add products in 
“shopping cart” as much as he/she wish. In order to proceed with payment customer 
need to choose “proceed to checkout”. Amazon offers two options to choose and sign 
in, 1) I am a new customer. 2) I am returning customer. “Sign in for using our secure 
server”. In order to finalize the payment, customer will provide credit card information. 
Amazon’s payment method and web server are highly secure. Amazon portal fulfills all 
security measure to provide high level of system safety.  
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CHAPTER 6.            DATA ANALYSIS

In this chapter data will be analyzed and presented according to the mentioned 
methodology. At first, within-case analysis of two case studies will be presented, in 
which each of the two cases will be compared with theories. Secondly, cross-case 
analysis will be performed to compare and analyze the two cases together.

RQ. 1  Does the design of current WAP services contain 

major usability flaws?

6.1 Within Case Analysis 

6.1.1 Within Case Analysis – CNN

Make careful use of graphics

According to Condos et al. (2002), the use of graphics should be done very carefully, 
although some graphics such as corporate logo can represent a company brand or it can 
differentiate a WAP site from competitors, however it should look pleasant to the eyes 
of users and it should not occupy screen real estate which can be to present some other 
material. In CNN case, we found that CNN.com portal contains high graphics and 
images, which took more time to down load pages. Specially, in task 2, the link 
CNN.com/LAW contains almost 9 different big and small images that noticeably reduce 
the down loading time. Therefore, it does not support the theory.

Avoid long list

According to Condos et al. (2002) it is a well-documented fact that there are some users 
who rarely scroll down a navigation page to see any options that might not be directly 
visible to them. That is not mainly due to the fact that users are too lazy to scroll down, 
but because they are not aware of the fact that there are more options available to them. 
Therefore, designers of WAP services should generally avoid long lists when possible. 
It is observed that the CNN.com portal have a very long list which take time in 
downloading as well as take long time to scroll down. Furthermore, we found there was
approx. 25 common menus starting from “World, U.S, Weather, Business, Sports, Law, 
video…up to contact us” which appears constantly under every links on every page. It 
creates a scrolling hurdle for readers because on every page, in order to access the 
desired information readers first have to scroll down all these common menus and than 
he can access his desired information/article. Therefore it does not support the theory.
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Make important options visible to the users

According to Condos et al. (2002), in order to successfully complete a task the 
important menus or link should be directly visible to the users. In CNN portal all the 
important menus were highlighted and easily visible to the customers such as “World, 
U.S, Weather, Business, Sports, Law, video, Travel etc. The users can find further 
information by clicking on any of these links, therefore CNN portal fits with the theory.

Provide clear, helpful and meaningful error messages

According to Condos et al. (2002), the designers of WAP services should make sure 
that when an error does occur, the user is presented with a meaningful and, more 
importantly, helpful message. In CNN.com portal case, under cnn.com/VIDEO menu 
link, none of videos were operational. While, clicking on any video, it does not execute. 
The users reported that, initially they thought that they have not properly clicked the 
link/object; therefore they pressed the link many times to executive the video however it 
does not work. It was even more frustrating that the portal could not even produces any 
error massage to guide the user about the possible reason of the failure. Therefore, it 
does not support the theory. 

Avoid dead ends

According to Condos et al. (2002) the items that are no longer available in system, 
should be removed from the portal, since if user browse them and proceed with 
shopping and later on found that they are no longer available will be frustrating to him.
In cnn.com/Travel link, there were several external links where customers can choose a 
travel plan. These were external links to other websites, such as Air Canada/West jet/ 
American Air Lines/ Kayak etc. The first available link was about Air Canada. While 
clicking on Air Canada an error messages appeared that 

“This site is temporarily down for maintenance. Please come back later. Thanks, Sorry 
for inconvenience”.

However other available external links were found operational for example, West jet 
and American Air Lines. The WAP portals should make it possible to remove/update 
these broken links constantly to improve service delivery. Therefore, the CNN.com 
does not support the theory. 
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Format and present content appropriately

According to Condos et al. (2002) the contents of WAP portal should be designed and 
formatted according to the particular characteristics of the mobile environment in order 
to achieve the expectations of the mobile user. CNN portal presents good content 
management. The contents are arranged according to the specific needs of WAP users, 
for example, while connecting with CNN portal, user can find the “News head lines”, 
“Breaking News” and “World News” etc. right on top. The site is well formatted and 
tests are well arranged. The portal is informative and summarized that enhance the user 
experience, therefore it supports the theory.

Offer consistency in navigation and naming of menu options

According to Condos et al. (2002) designers of WAP services should make sure that the 
users are facilitated with consistent navigation options throughout the site. Such 
consistency in navigation menus will highly help the user to browse site and make 
easier to fetch information. CNN portal is found highly consistent. The site is a good 
example of high level of ease of navigation. For example, the use of "back" button, 
when pressed takes the user back to the previous page and not one level up. Therefore, 
the options, which are given lead the user to same site of its name throughout the site, 
therefore its supports the theory. 

Provide the user with sufficient prompting

According to Condos et al. (2002) it should be make easy for users to find clear and 
sufficient information at least time and sufficient help and guidance should be given to 
complete common tasks. The interface should be made user-friendly to assist users how 
to select options, such as textboxes order processing etc. CNN portal is fairly competent
and provides customer efficient prompting in input selection, for instance in task-3 
Retrieve tomorrow’s weather forecast for Texas, the user is prompted with to choose 
search by “City name” (i.e. Hustan), or by entering “ZIP code” for that city/state. 
Therefore user is instantly guided throughout the site to use available features; therefore 
CNN portal support the theory.

Minimize user input

According to Condos et al. (2002) as the typical nature of WAP services are concern, it 
is difficult to give input by using a WAP phone as compare to the keyboard, therefore, 
the designer should take it on a high priority that the maximum input should be 
technically handed by using check box buttons to save user time. In CNN portal case, 
the users carried out task-8 by choosing “sports highlights” under sports menu and to 
search sports sore of any game of your choice. The sports highlight shows a broad range 
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of sports highlights including sports scores, event dates and sports commentary. The 
available information was rich in its context however in order to find any particular 
sports info, the user has to write the sports name in “Search Box” to retrieve desired 
information. While writing sports name, there is a chance of spelling mistake or extra 
space between keywords which is not recognized by the portal. Therefore, it is highly 
desired that all sports names should be predefined on portal in an ascending order, 
therefore user can simply pick any sport of his/her own interest instead of entering 
sports name. Therefore, CNN.com does not support this theory. 

Structure tasks to aid the user's interaction with the system

According to Condos et al. (2002) in WAP portals the information should be designed 
in a way that provides the user with a clear, logical and highly structured choice of 
options. In CNN portal case, the tasks are structured using 25 common menus starting 
from “World, U.S, Weather, Business, Sports, Law, video, Travel…up to contact us”. It 
guides the user how and where to begin with the portal. The user can easily complete 
basic and common tasks with the minimum amount of interaction. Therefore, the CNN 
portal fits with the theory of structure tasks. 

Learnability

According to Nielsen (1993) the system should be easy to learn so that the user can 
rapidly start getting some work done with the system. Various tasks were designed to 
test learnability of CNN WAP portal. For instance, task 6 from CNN portal “Go to 
Video menu and watch any video clip of your own interest” was typically designed to 
test the learnability factor. The users validated the ease of learnability by confidently 
moving around the portal and successfully completing the tasks. In few minutes, they 
become familiar with the portal. Therefore, CNN portal fits with the theory of 
learnability. 

Efficiency of Use

According to Nielsen (1993) to ensure a high level of productivity, the systems should 
be efficient to use, so that once the user has learned the system they can easily use it. 
System efficiency refers to the stable performance stage of expert user. In CNN case, it 
was observed that the portal provides high level of efficiency of use, since within a very 
short period of time; the users were successful and confident to conduct a variety of 
tasks. While completing tasks 1 – 8, users easily navigate within the system and 
reported that the portal is efficient; therefore it fits with the theory. 
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Memorability

According to Nielsen (1993) memorability is referred that a system should be easy to 
remember, so that a formal user is able to return to the system after some period without 
having to relearn everything over again. The CNN portal found easy to memorize. For 
instance, in task 6 “Go to Video menu and watch any video clip of your own interest and 
go back to home page”, the users were involved in various steps, however they easily 
manage to complete that task and at the end of the task 1- 8, mostly users feel that they 
are now expert users. Therefore, CNN portal align with the theory. 

Subjective Satisfaction

According to Nielsen (1993) subjective satisfaction refers to the extent the system is 
pleasurable to use. User likeness is critical for system success; therefore the system 
should be pleasant to use to achieve subjective satisfaction. Since, the subjective 
satisfaction is an important usability attribute for the systems that are used on an 
optional basis in a non-work environment such as computing games, interactive fiction 
and creative painting. In order to validate subjective satisfaction, the task-7, “Go to 
Travel menu, and choose a travel plan of your own choice”, and task-8 “Go to sports 
menu, under sports highlights, search sport sore of any game / watch any sports video”
were designed. The users successfully carried out the tasks and reported them 
operational. In addition, the users were successfully able to move around the system 
easily and no major errors were observed, therefore both WAP portals agree with the 
theory of subjective satisfaction. 

E-Navigation and Labeling 

Ramsay (2001) reveals that E-Navigation and Labeling are two major issues. In 
contrast, the networks and content providers offered broad lists of sites and services by 
proving that everything a WAP user may need, however, for the users this is a recipe for 
disaster. The long manus required thumb-numbing and scrolling. Categories are good 
way to sort information. In CNN case, it is observed that most of the information 
available on CNN portal is organized by making various categories. For instance, all the 
world news are covered under “World” link, all of the travel related news and deals are 
covered under “Travel” and all law related articles and upcoming under “Law” therefore 
all the information is organized using different categories. The CNN portal fully 
supports the theory.  

Unnecessary browse time

According to Ramsay (2001) time is big money on WAP. Any portal that is easy to 
browse and presents its information clearly is one that the users will like to return again 
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and again. Generally all major WAP portals took unnecessary time to browse and 
display information. In CNN.com case of Task-5, under cnn.com/LAW link, there were 
almost 9 different big and small images found which noticeably reduced the down 
loading time, Therefore CNN does not fully supports the theory. 

Minimize input

According to Ramsay (2001) WAP sites should be designed in a way to minimize user 
input. In order to fix this issue, WAP products should be offered as preset choices, so 
that user just needs to browse and select the required information. In CNN case of Task-
8, the sports highlight shows a broad range of sport highlights including sports scores. 
In order to find any particular sports info, the user has to write the sports name in 
“Search Box” to retrieve desired information. It was observed that giving input by 
entering “sports name” is time consuming as well users might make spelling mistake or 
space between keywords which are not recognized by the portal. Therefore, it is highly 
desired that all sports names should be pre-defined/preset, so user just pick any sport of 
his/her own interest. Therefore, CNN portal does not support the theory.

Help Facility

According to Ramsay (2001), help facility should be offered at all WAP sites, so that 
user can get an assistant as per situation. As for as CNN portal is concern, there is no 
help facility on portal. User could not got any way to answer his questions or where to 
begin. Instead of “Help Facility” the portal use “Search” option to provide variety of 
results based on keyword search. It help the user to find different articles or news of 
his/her own choice, however it can’t use exact alternate of help facility, since it did not 
guide the user how to “Report an error”, “how to upload/send a video” or “contact us” 
etc. Therefore, CNN portal does not support the theory.
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RQ.1 Does the design of current WAP services contain     

major usability flaws?

6.1.2 Within Case Analysis – Amazon

Make careful use of graphics

According to Condos et al. (2002), the use of graphics should be done very carefully, 
although some graphics such as corporate logo can represent a company brand or it can 
differentiate a WAP site from competitors, however it should look pleasant to the eyes 
of users and it should not occupy screen real estate which can be to present some other 
material. In Amazon.com portal case, the portal contains few heavy images but these 
images are just used on few places, such as in task-12 “Find the latest deals under 
“Deal of the day” and explore the product details”. Under the “deal of the day” link, 
the users found a big image of “Life span Fitness TR 3000-HRC Treadmill” as deal of 
the day. There were five additional images available for users to view different parts of 
that product; however these five additional images were just optional to view different 
shapes of that product, therefore if customer wants to skip these images, he/she can do 
that. Therefore, Amazon portal fits with the theory. 

Avoid long list

According to Condos et al. (2002) it is a well-documented fact that there are some users 
who rarely scroll down a navigation page to see any options that might not be directly 
visible to them. That is not mainly due to the fact that users are too lazy to scroll down, 
but because they are not aware of the fact that there are more options available to them. 
Therefore, designers of WAP services should generally avoid long lists when possible. 
In Amazon case, the portal does not have any long lists to scroll down. The site is 
mainly organized using few main categories such as “Books, Electronics, Games and 
DVD’s, however if customer want to have a full list, he/she can find full list of 
items/products under “All Categories”, therefore Amazon portal fully supports the 
theory. 

Make important options visible to the users

According to Condos et al. (2002), in order to successfully complete a task the 
important menus or link should be directly visible to the users. In Amazon case, all the 
important menus were highlighted and easily visible to the customers. For example, 
while entering on Amazon portal, the important products are visible to customer such as 
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“Books, Electronics, Games and DVD’s” etc. if customer wants to buy something, 
he/she can add these products into “shopping cart”. In addition, the “Deals of the day” is
there to attract customer. In short, all the important options are visible to customer, 
therefore, Amazon portal fully support the theory.

Provide clear, helpful and meaningful error messages

According to Condos et al. (2002), the designers of WAP services should make sure 
that when an error does occur, the user is presented with a meaningful and, more 
importantly, helpful message. In Amazon.com portal case, while conducting various 
tasks from 9 – 14, the users could not face any errors. All links were fully operational 
therefore, Amazon.com portal supports the theory.

Avoid dead ends

According to Condos et al. (2002) the items that are no longer available in system, 
should be removed from the portal, since if user browse them and proceed with 
shopping and later on found that they are no longer available will be frustrating to him. 
In Amazon case, task 13 and 14 were specially designed to test the fully business life 
cycle, therefore we can figure out if the portal does have any error or dead ends. The 
user successfully selected different products and added these products into “shopping 
cart”, and proceeded to payment. While conducting all these tasks, the portal does not 
produce any error of dead end and all tasks were completed successfully, therefore 
Amazon portal supports the theory. 

Format and present content appropriately

According to Condos et al. (2002) the contents of WAP portal should be designed and 
formatted according to the particular characteristics of the mobile environment in order 
to achieve the expectations of the mobile user. In Amazon case, the portal presents good 
content management and display the important information on main page such as 
“Books, Electronics, Games and DVD’s” etc., for detailed information user can proceed 
to sub links. The font and text are standard throughout the site and presents a consistent 
look; therefore Amazon portal supports the theory.

Offer consistency in navigation and naming of menu options

According to Condos et al. (2002) designers of WAP services should make sure that the 
users are facilitated with consistent navigation options throughout the site. Such 
consistency in navigation menus will highly help the user to browse site and make 
easier to fetch information. The Amazon.com portal is found highly consistent. The site 
is good example of high level of navigation, for example, if user seek any product using 
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“Search” option or the user seek that product through menu, in both case the product 
information will be same. In addition, naming convention is same throughout the site 
such as “add to shopping cart” “sign out” etc. The Amazon portal is highly consistent in 
navigation therefore its supports the theory. 

Provide the user with sufficient prompting

According to Condos et al. (2002) it should be make easy for users to find clear and 
sufficient information at least time and sufficient help and guidance should be given to 
complete common tasks. The interface should be made user-friendly to assist users how 
to select options, such as textboxes order processing etc. In Amazon case, the portal is 
fairly competent and provides customer efficient prompting in input selection in
throughout the order processing.  For instance, in task 13 and 14, the users successfully 
attempt to add “GPS” and “Microsoft office software” into “shopping cart” and test the 
complete transaction. The users were guided throughout the process how to complete a 
transaction; therefore Amazon supports the theory. 

Minimize user input

According to Condos et al. (2002) as the typical nature of WAP services are concern, it 
is difficult to give input by using a WAP phone as compare to the keyboard, therefore, 
the designer should take it on a high priority that the maximum input should be 
technically handed by using check box buttons to save user time. In Amazon case, 
mostly the information is given by lists or by minimum input. For instance, in task 13, 
the users have to search GPS under “Electronics” category. Entering GPS input, the user 
got variety of GPS available in the portal that user can simply select, browse detailed 
information and could proceed to shopping. In this case, user don’t have to enter input 
multiple times, therefore Amazon supports the theory. 

Structure tasks to aid the user's interaction with the system

According to Condos et al. (2002) in WAP portals the information should be designed 
in a way that provides the user with a clear, logical and highly structured choice of 
options. In Amazon case, the basic and common tasks can be completed with the 
minimum amount of interaction and the method of task-analysis has been deployed 
smartly. For instance, in task 13 and 14, the portal provide clear, logical and highly  
structured approach to select various products, check their price, find product details, 
and proceed with payment. Therefore, the site is well structured and provides good
interaction between user and the system, therefore it supports the theory.
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Learnability

According to Nielsen (1993) the system should be easy to learn so that the user can 
rapidly start getting some work done with the system. In Amazon case, the task 13 and 
14 were specially designed to test the learnability of the portal. For instance, task 13 
“Find GPS under “Electronics” category and add to “Shopping Cart” to test a 
complete transaction” were typically designed to test the learnability factor. The users 
successfully searched and find variety of GPS under electronic category; they put GPS 
into “shopping cart” and proceeded with payment. The users validated the ease of 
learnability by confidently moving around the portal and successfully completing the 
tasks. Therefore, the portal fits with the theory of learnability. 

Efficiency of Use

According to Nielsen (1993) to ensure a high level of productivity, the systems should 
be efficient to use, so that once the user has learned the system they can easily use it. 
System efficiency refers to the stable performance stage of expert user. It was observed 
that Amazon portal fully support this theory of efficiency of use, since within a very 
short period of time, the users were successful and confident to conduct a variety of 
tasks. In task 13 and task 14, the users easily navigate within the system, find various 
products “GPS” and “Microsoft Office” software, added them into “shopping cart” and 
tested the full business transaction efficiently. 

Memorability

According to Nielsen (1993) memorability is referred that a system should be easy to 
remember, so that a formal user is able to return to the system after some period without 
having to relearn everything over again. In Amazon case, the portal was found easy to 
memorize. For instance, task 13, and task 14 “Search any Microsoft product in software 
category and adds into shopping cart” were quite long tasks where users have to go 
through various steps in order to finish that task. Both tasks were easily memorized and 
users easily moved around the system and back to the main menus. The users reported 
the site easy to memorize, so it align with the theory. 

Subjective Satisfaction

According to Nielsen (1993) subjective satisfaction refers to the extent the system is 
pleasurable to use. User likeness is critical for system success; therefore the system 
should be pleasant to use to achieve subjective satisfaction. Since, the subjective 
satisfaction is an important usability attribute for the systems that are used on an 
optional basis in a non-work environment such as computing games, interactive fiction 
and creative painting. In order to validate subjective satisfaction various tasks were 
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tested. In task 11, “find any DVD of your interest based on DVD name or Actor name”,
the users successfully carried out the task using movie name “Gladiator” and a separate 
search made by actor name “Russell Crowe” and various other keywords (movie and 
actors), the users successfully retrieved the results. In addition, the users were 
successfully able to move around the system easily and no major error was reported, 
therefore Amazon portal fits with the theory of subjective satisfaction. 

E-Navigation and Labeling 

Ramsay (2001) reveals that E-Navigation and Labeling are two major issues. In 
contrast, the networks and content providers offered broad lists of sites and services by 
proving that everything a WAP user may need, however, for the users this is a recipe for 
disaster. The long manus required thumb-numbing and scrolling. Categories are good 
way to sort information. In Amazon case, it is observed that most of the information is 
available in the shape of different categories, for instance the information is organized 
in main categories of Books, Electronics, DVD, Games etc. For detailed information, 
the users can open “all categories” to browse the full range of available information or 
user can open sub link available under main links. For example under DVD’s, there are 
further sub menus such as in task-11 “Action Movies, Crime movies, Disaster Films, 
Kids & Teens Moves” etc. All the information is organized using different categories, 
therefore the portal fully align with the theory. 

Unnecessary browse time

According to Ramsay (2001) time is big money on WAP. Any portal that is easy to 
browse and presents its information clearly is one that the users will like to return again 
and again. Generally all major WAP portals took unnecessary time to browse and 
display information. In Amazon case, there were no big images, thus the portal was very 
easy to navigate and fast to download. For example, in task-12 “deal of the day” link, 
there were few big images, however that images were just option and easy to skip. As a 
whole Amazon portal was very fast in downloading, therefore it supports the theory.  

Minimize input

According to Ramsay (2001) WAP sites should be designed in a way to minimize user 
input. In order to fix this issue, WAP products should be offered as preset choices, so 
that user just needs to browse and select the required information. In Amazon portal 
case, most of the information was pre-defined therefore user just easily select any 
product of his/her choice. For example, in task-13, the users attempt to find GPS under 
electronic category. Based on their search, the users find a variety of GPS from where 
they can easily select a product and continue their shopping. Since most of the 
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information on the portal was preset and no input was required, therefore Amazon portal 
fully supports the theory.  

Help Facility

According to Ramsay (2001), help facility should be offered at all WAP sites, so that 
user can get an assistant as per situation. In Amazon portal case, the portal provides a 
comprehensive “Help” facility that guide the user with easy to follow steps such as 
“How to buy an item”, “Holiday shopping help”, “To Find an item”, “Password help”, 
“Shipping address”, and much more that a user generally needs. The help facility is 
multi level and offered variety of option to proceed with. The Amazon portal fully 
supports the theory.
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RQ 2.  How the m-commerce interface design can be made 
user-friendly?

6.1.3 Within Case Analysis – CNN.COM

Visibility of system status

According to Nielsen (1990) the system should always keep users informed about what 
is going on through appropriate feedback within reasonable time. The user needs some 
sort of feedback that lets them know that their command is being processed. The 
visibility of system status in CNN portal was very clear. The system process the request 
instantly. In few places where search option was used, the system showed a message 
“Processing data” so that user should know something happening. For example, in task 
8 “Go to sports menu, watch any sports video” the request was being processed with a 
system status “Processing data”. Therefore, CNN portal supports the theory of system 
visibility.

Use user’s own language

According to Nielsen (1990) the system should speak the user’s language, with words, 
phrases and concepts familiar to the user, rather than system-oriented expressions In 
CNN portal, the real life language was used. Especially in news section, easy and every 
day English language was used. The vocabulary selection was very simple. While 
writing analysis on current affaires, the simple sentences were used and scientific 
vocabulary was avoided.  For example, in task 2, “Choose world news headlines and 
read any corresponding article”, the article “Americans worry about Afghanistan” the 
simple and easy to understand language was used in a logical order. Since, the user 
language was used in CNN, therefore it supports the theory.

User control and freedom

According to Nielsen (1990) users generally choose system functions by mistake and 
will need a clearly marked "emergency exit" to leave the unwanted situation without 
having to go through an extended dialogue such as support undo or redo. The user 
control and freedom was ensured on CNN portal, since user easily moved around the 
portal using “Next”, “Previous” and “Go to Top” options. By using these navigation 
options user can easily move around portal with ease of freedom, therefore CNN portal 
supports the theory.
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Consistency and standards

According to Nielsen (1990) consistency is the most important design principles for 
usable systems. This can be applied at multiple levels; at first a system should at the 
bare minimum be consistent within itself. In CNN case, the portal was found highly 
consistent. All the main headings were in bold and in bigger font, whereas all the 
“detailed news” were in normal text. Wherever, there was a “SEARCH” option, it was 
followed by a “SUBMIT” button throughout the portal. Weather news in task-3 and 
search a video in task-4 are a good example of consistency in CNN portal, therefore it 
supports the theory.

Error Prevention

According to Nielsen (1990) good error messages that make sense to the user are always 
necessary. It is ideal to create a “careful design” which prevents a problem from 
occurring in the first place. The error prevention method in CNN portal was not very 
effective, therefore it does not supports the theory. Since, in task-6 under 
cnn.com/VIDEO menu, none of videos were found operational. It was even more 
frustrating that system does not produce any error. In addition, in task-7 “Choose a 
Travel plan of your choice” the external link for Air Canada was broken which shows 
that portal was not updated appropriately. 

Recognition versus Recall

Nielsen (1990) recommends that the user's memory load should be minimized by 
making objects, actions, and options visible. The user should not have to remember 
information from one part of the dialogue to another part. Since, the nature of CNN 
portal was limited to news and no complex shopping experience was involved, therefore 
most of the information was very simple to understand and recognize. In addition, the 
news available under various sub links can easily be recognized, for example, the 
football score and ice-hockey events reveals that the information is arranged under 
“Sports” link. CNN portal supports the theory.

Flexibility of use

According to Nielsen (1990) system should be flexible to use for every one. Since, 
user’s levels of experience with systems can very; this leads to the necessity of having 
multiple “views” of users.  System should be flexible to cater both inexperienced and 
experienced users. In CNN case, the portal provides high level of flexibility, because
within a very short period of time; the users were successfully able to conduct variety of 
tasks. Since, the portal was flexible to navigate, therefore users of different backgrounds
(experienced and inexperienced) were equally comfortable to complete all tasks 1 – 8, 
therefore it supports the theory.
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Aesthetic and minimalist design

According to Nielsen (1990) dialogues should not contain information which is 
irrelevant or not often needed. The information available on CNN was mostly relevant 
and important. The main headings were generally concise however user can proceed to 
sub links for details. The news was arranged based on their relevancy to each other. In 
general, the design was aesthetic and supports the theory.

Sensible error messages

According to Nielsen (1990) error messages should be expressed in plain language (no 
codes), precisely indicate the problem, and constructively suggest a solution. In CNN 
portal, the error occurred two times. At first place, while conducting task-6 “watch 
video” none of the video’s were operational, however in this case system does not 
produce any error. In Second place, in task-7, In order to book a ticket under the 
cnn.com/Travel link the external link for Air Canada does not work and system 
generates following error message  

“This site is temporarily down for maintenance. Please come back later. Thanks, Sorry 
for inconvenience”

As for as, the error message was concern, it was sensible and supports the theory.

Robustness

According to Dix et al., (1993) a user engaged with a computer in order to achieve some 
goals in that specific business domain. The robustness of that interaction comprises 
features that support the successful achievement and assessment of that goal. In order to 
validate robustness in CNN portal, various tasks were conducted. Especially task-7 “Go 
to Travel menu, and choose a travel plan of your own choice” and task-8 “Go to sports 
menu, under sports highlights, watch any sports video” were performed. The task-7 
was partially successful, since the user were unable to perform any travel arrangement 
using Air Canada external, however they successfully perform booking using other 
external air lines. In task-8, the users attempt to find “Score” of different sports such as 
ice-hockey, soccer, volleyball etc. In order to find any sports score, user has to enter the 
sports name in “Search Box” to retrieve desired information. While writing sports 
name, the users sometime could not got results because of space in keywords and 
sometimes joining the keywords. The users were confused how to proceed with the task. 
In addition, in case of error in spelling or space in keyword, system does not produce 
any “ALTERNATIVE”, (Did you mean: Ice Hockey) that could be the best way to 
guide the user, rather than not showing any result. Since, the robustness of CNN was
very poor therefore it does not support the theory.
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System utility

According to Preece et al.,(1995) the term ‘utility’ refers to the functionality of a system 
or system efforts to improve ‘effectiveness’ and ‘efficiency’ which are clear and 
fundamental aims. System utility enables a system to manage and control system 
operation so that application software can perform a task successfully. As for as, the
system utility of CNN portal is concern, the portal offers functional efficiency to 
perform variety of tasks such as reading latest world news, weather, law, entertainment 
Travel and health news and articles just a few to mention. The portal is fully operational 
to perform all basic tasks successfully and supports the theory.

System Safety

According to Preece et al.,(1995) the term ‘safety’ refers to its relation to computer 
systems which is a principal importance in the design of safety critical systems. 
CNN.com is a news providing agency, therefore based on their business nature, there 
are no heavy transitions involved in CNN portal. Most of information is available to 
readers free of charge. However, few articles need to be pay, in order to read that 
articles. In such cases, the system can perform immediate transition using secure credit 
cards, therefore it supports the theory.

RQ 2. How the m-commerce interface design can be made 

user-friendly?

6.1.4      AMAZON.COM

Visibility of system status

According to Nielsen (1990) the system should always keep users informed about what 
is going on through appropriate feedback within reasonable time. The user needs some 
sort of feedback that lets them know that their command is being processed. The system 
visibility of Amazon was very good. The system processes the request quickly. The 
information was mainly managed using different product segments such as Books, 
Electronics, DVD’s etc. However, user can find variety of products using “Search” 
option. Whenever search was made the system immediately shows the result or shows a 
message “Processing data”, therefore user should not click the button again and again.  
In “Shopping Cart” user can view all added products. “Shopping cart” also shows the 
data without any delay. In task-13 and task-14 visibility of system status was 
experienced while using “shopping cart”, therefore Amazon supports the theory. 
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Use user’s own language

According to Nielsen (1990) the system should speak the user’s language, with words, 
phrases and concepts familiar to the user, rather than system-oriented expressions. As 
for as, the Amazon business is concern it offers verity of products to general customers. 
Therefore, the language used in Amazon must be simple and easy to understand. In 
task-12 “Find the latest deals under “Deal of the day” and explore the product 
details”. Under that link, users found “Life span Fitness TR 3000-HRC Treadmill” as 
deal of the day. When users attempt to explore “Product Details” information, they 
found following information

“Sports, Life span Fitness amazon.com Sales Rank: 23, UPC: 0855959000201)”

The users reported the above mention information insufficient and inappropriate, since 
detail does not give the right idea about product itself; it just shows an inventory 
number UPC: 0855959000201 which might be good for internal use, therefore it does 
not supports theory.

User control and freedom

According to Nielsen (1990) users generally choose system functions by mistake and 
will need a clearly marked "emergency exit" to leave the unwanted situation without 
having to go through an extended dialogue such as support undo or redo. The user 
control and freedom was very well managed in Amazon. User can easily navigate 
around Amazon portal using “Next Page”, “Previous Page” and “Amazon.com Home”
options, therefore it supports the theory.

Consistency and standards

According to Nielsen (1990) consistency is the most important design principles for 
usable systems. This can be applied at multiple levels; at first a system should at the 
bare minimum be consistent within itself. The Amazon portal was found well 
consistent, since the information was arranged using “Product Categories” such as 
Books, Electronic, DVD’s etc. In addition, comprehensive “Search” option was 
available on every page, so that if customer wish to made new search he/she should not 
have to go all the way back, just to make new search. For selection purpose, check box 
button were used throughout the system, so that customer can easily make a choice 
among variety of options. Amazon supports the theory of consistency and standards.

Error Prevention

According to Nielsen (1990) good error messages that make sense to the user are always 
necessary. It is ideal to create a “careful design” which prevents a problem from 
occurring in the first place. In Amazon.com case, the portal is well designed that 
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prevent errors to occur. While conducting tasks from 9 – 14, the users could not face 
any errors. All links were fully operational, therefore it supports theory. 

Recognition versus Recall

Nielsen (1990) recommends that the user's memory load should be minimized by 
making objects, actions, and options visible. The user should not have to remember 
information from one part of the dialogue to another part. Amazon is a public oriented 
(Business to Consumer) WAP portal. Hence, recognition is an important factor for 
Amazon. In task-13 & task-14 users added various products into “shopping cart” to test 
a complete business transition. By using “Shopping cart” user simply add products into 
system and system will “remember” (keep track) of all these added products using 
shopping cart.  Due to this efficient recognition method, customers don’t have to 
remember anything, therefore Amazon supports the theory. 

Flexibility of use

According to Nielsen (1990) system should be flexible to use for every one. Since, 
user’s levels of experience with systems can very; this leads to the necessity of having 
multiple “views” of users.  System should be flexible to cater both inexperienced and 
experienced users. The Amazon portal is highly flexible. Users with different 
backgrounds (experienced and inexperienced) easily completed the tasks 9 - 14. The 
users reported that the portal is flexible to use, all portal features such as, contents, 
navigation, help up-to order processing, everything was easy to learn and easy to use. 
Therefore Amazon is good example of flexible portal and supports the theory.

Aesthetic and minimalist design

According to Nielsen (1990) dialogues should not contain information which is 
irrelevant or not often needed. The Amazon portal is good example of aesthetic and 
minimalist design. Most of the information is arranged using product categories such as 
“Books, Electronic, DVD” etc. In addition, any different product can be searched using 
“Search” facility. The user is guided sufficiently at various stages to carry out tasks 
successfully, therefore Amazon supports the theory. 

Sensible error messages

According to Nielsen (1990) error messages should be expressed in plain language (no 
codes), precisely indicate the problem, and constructively suggest a solution. As for as, 
Amazon portal is concern, no error was reported. The users carried out task 9-14 
without any major difficulty, therefore Amazon supports the theory. 
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Robustness

According to Dix et al., (1993) a user engaged with a computer in order to achieve some 
goals in that specific business domain. The robustness of that interaction comprises 
features that support the successful achievement and assessment of that goal. In order to 
validate robustness in Amazon portal, task-13 “Find GPS under Electronics category 
and add to “Shopping Cart” to test a complete transaction” and Task-14 “Search any 
Microsoft product in software category and add into shopping cart” were analyzed. The 
objective of these tasks was to test the full business life cycle of Amazon.com portal. 
Both tasks were conducted successfully by using full features of the portal, such as 
“Product Search”, browse “product information”, add product into “shopping cart” up to 
payment. The response time was good. In case of spelling mistake in “Search” option, 
the user was guided with an “alternative”. Overall, Amazon portal is a good example of 
robustness and supports the theory. 

System Utility

According to Preece et al.,(1995) the term ‘utility’ refers to the functionality of a system 
or system efforts to improve ‘effectiveness’ and ‘efficiency’ which are clear and 
fundamental aims. System utility enables a system to manage and control system 
operation so that application software can perform a task successfully. Amazon portal 
found fully operational and functional. Users conducted multiple tasks without any 
hurdle and without any major difficulty. Users validated portal’s utility by testing full 
business life cycle of Amazon.  No major error reported in portal that prevents the 
customer to carry out basic tasks, therefore, Amazon supports the theory.  

System Safety

According to Preece et al.,(1995) the term ‘safety’ refers to its relation to computer 
systems which is a principal importance in the design of safety critical systems. The 
system safety concept describes a risk management strategy based on identification, 
analysis of possible hazards to system applications. Amazon is an online retail portal 
that provides variety of products to their valuable customers. The Amazon business 
nature is B2C. Since, shopping is a fundamental function of the portal; therefore 
Amazon offers very secure “transaction method”. The customer can add various 
products in “shopping cart”. In order to proceed with payment customer need to choose 
“proceed to checkout”. Amazon offers two options to choose and sign in, option 1) I am 
a new customer. Option 2) I am returning customer. “Sign in for using our secure 
server”. In order to finalize the payment, customer will provide credit card information. 
Amazon’s has ensured a highly secure method; therefore the portal fulfills all security 
measure to provide high level of system safety and supports the theory. 
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6.2 Cross Case Analysis

The cross-case analysis has been done based on the within case analysis and in the 
order of research questions. The similarities and differences that were found from these 
cases will be presented in tables and discussed in detail.  

6.2.1 Cross Case Analysis

RQ. 1  Does the design of current WAP services contain major 
usability flaws?

Factors that affect the quality of WAP services CNN Amazon

  Make careful use of graphics No Yes

  Avoid long lists No Yes

  Make important options visible to the user Yes Yes

  Provide clear, helpful and meaningful error messages No Yes

  Avoid dead ends No Yes

  Format and present content appropriately Yes Yes

  Offer consistency in navigation and naming of menu options     Yes Yes

  Provide the user with sufficient prompting Yes Yes

  Minimize user input No Yes

  Structure tasks to aid the user's interaction with the system Yes Yes

  Learnability Yes Yes

  Efficiency of use Yes Yes

  Memorability Yes Yes

  Subjective satisfaction Yes Yes

  E-Navigation and Labeling Yes Yes

  Unnecessary browse time No Yes

  Minimize input No Yes

  Help Facility No Yes

Table 6.1: Factors that affect the quality of WAP services
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Make careful use of graphics

The CNN.com portal contains high graphics and images, which took more time to down 
load pages. Specially, in task 2, the link CNN.com/LAW contains almost 9 different big 
and small images found which noticeably reduce the down loading time. Therefore, it 
does not support the theory. Whereas, Amazon portal has few heavy images which also 
optional, therefore use can skip them if he/she wish. Therefore Amazon portal supports 
the theory.

Avoid long list

The CNN portal have a very long list which take time in downloading as well as takes
long time to scroll down. Furthermore, there were approx. 25 common menus starting 
from “World, U.S, Weather, Business, Sports, Law, video…up to contact us” which 
appears constantly under every links on every page. It creates a scrolling hurdle on 
every page; therefore CNN portal does not support the theory. However, Amazon WAP 
portal does not have such long lists therefore Amazon supports the theory.

Make important options visible to the users

In CNN portal all the important menus were highlighted and easily visible to the 
customers such as “World, U.S, Weather, Business, Sports, Law, video, Travel etc. 
therefore CNN portal fits with the theory. Similarly, Amazon also highlighted main 
options visible such as “Books, Electronics, Games, DVD’s” etc, therefore both portals 
supports the theory.

Provide clear, helpful and meaningful error messages

In CNN.com portal case, under cnn.com/VIDEO menu link, none of videos were 
operational. While, clicking on any video, it does not execute. In addition, it was even 
more frustrating that the portal could not even produces any error massage to guide the 
user about the possible reason of the failure. Therefore, CNN does not support the 
theory.  Whereas, in Amazon case, the users could not face any difficulty and all links 
were fully operational therefore, Amazon.com portal supports the theory.

Avoid dead ends

In cnn.com/Travel link, there were several external links where customers can choose a 
travel plan. These were external links to other websites, one of them was Air Canada
that does not work and generate an error message “This site is temporarily down for 
maintenance. Please come back later. Thanks, Sorry for inconvenience”. Therefore
CNN does not support the theory. However, no broken links discovered in Amazon 
portal, therefore Amazon supports the theory. 
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Format and present content appropriately

Both CNN.com and Amazon.com WAP portals presents good content management. 
Both portals are informative and summarized and enhance user experience, therefore 
both portals supports the theory.

Offer consistency in navigation and naming of menu options

The both CNN.com and Amazon.com WAP portals are found highly consistent. These 
sites are good example of high level of ease of navigation and consistency. The options, 
which are given on sites leads the user to same site of its name throughout the site, 
therefore both portals supports the theory. 

Provide the user with sufficient prompting

Both, CNN and Amazon portals are fairly competent and provide customer efficient 
prompting in input selection to throughout order processing. On both portals, the users 
were guided throughout the process how to complete a transaction; therefore both 
portals support the theory. 

Minimize user input

In CNN portal case, the users carried out task-8 by choosing “sports highlights” under 
sports menu and to search sports sore of any game of your choice. In order to find any 
particular sports info, the user has to write the sports name in “Search Box” to retrieve 
desired information. While writing sports name, there is a chance of spelling mistake or 
extra space between keywords which might not recognized by the portal. Therefore, 
CNN portal does not support this theory. However, Amazon fully supports this theory, 
since mostly information is given by preset lists or by minimum input.

Structure tasks to aid the user's interaction with the system

In CNN portal case, the tasks are structured using 25 common menus starting from 
“World, U.S, Weather, Business, Sports, Law, video, Travel etc.” It guides the user how 
and where to begin with the portal. The user can easily complete basic and common 
tasks with the minimum amount of interaction. Similarly, in Amazon, the main tasks are 
categorized using “Books, Electronics, Games and DVD’s etc.” menus. Therefore, both 
portals fit with the theory. 
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Learnability

Both, CNN and Amazon portals offer high level of learnability to their customers. The 
users validated the ease of learnability by confidently moving around the portal and 
successfully completing the tasks. In few minutes, they become familiar with both 
portals. Therefore, both portals fit with the theory of learnability. 

Efficiency of Use

It was observed that both WAP portals support the theory of efficiency of use, since 
within a very short period of time, the users were successful and confident to conduct a 
variety of tasks. In task 13 and task 14, users easily navigate within the system and test 
the full business transaction efficiently. 

Memorability

The both WAP portals were found easy to memorize. For instance, task 6 from CNN 
and task 13, and 14 from Amazon were long tasks where users have to go through 
various steps to in order to finish those tasks. The user successfully carried out these 
tasks. At the end of the tasks, mostly users feel that they are now expert users. 
Therefore, both CNN and Amazon portals align with the theory. 

Subjective Satisfaction

Both portals were found good in subjective satisfaction, since users reported their 
satisfaction that system is pleasurable to use. Various tasks were designed to test 
subjective satisfaction such as task-7 and task-8 from CNN and task 13 and 14 from 
Amazon. The users successfully carried out these tasks and reported them operational. 
Therefore both WAP portals agree with the theory of subjective satisfaction. 

E-Navigation and Labeling 

It is observed that most of the information available on both WAP portals are available 
in various categories, for instance in CNN case, the information is organized in main 
categories such as “World, Weather, Law, Travel” etc. Similarly, in Amazon the 
categories of “Books, Electronics, DVD, Games” etc. are found, therefore both WAP 
portals fully align with the theory. 
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Unnecessary browse time

In CNN.com case of Task-5, under cnn.com/LAW link, there were almost 9 different 
big and small images found which noticeably reduced the down loading time, Therefore 
CNN does not fully supports the theory.  However in Amazon portal case, there were no 
big images, and WAP browsing was very fast, therefore Amazon supports the theory.  

Minimize input

In CNN case of Task-8, the sports highlight shows a broad range of sport highlights 
including sports scores. In order to find any particular sports info, the user has to write 
the sports name in “Search Box” to retrieve desired information. It was observed that 
giving input by entering “sports name” is time consuming as well users might make 
spelling mistake. Therefore, CNN portal does not support the theory. Whereas, in 
Amazon case, most of the information is preset thus user can just easily select, therefore 
Amazon portal fully supports the theory.

Help Facility

As for as CNN portal is concern, there is no help facility on portal, therefore CNN does 
not support the theory. Whereas, in Amazon case, the portal provides a comprehensive 
“Help” facility that guide the user with easy to follow steps throughout the site, 
therefore Amazon supports the theory.  
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6.2.2 Cross Case Analysis

RQ 2. How the m-commerce interface design can be made user-
friendly?

How the interface can be made user friendly CNN Amazon

   Visibility of system status Yes Yes

   Use user’s own language Yes No

   User control and freedom Yes Yes

   Consistency and standards Yes Yes

   Error Prevention No Yes

   Recognition versus Recall Yes Yes

   Flexibility of use Yes Yes

   Aesthetic and minimalist design Yes Yes

   Sensible error messages Yes Yes

   Robustness No Yes

   System Utility Yes Yes

   System Safety Yes Yes

Table 6.2: Factors that contribute in user friendly m-commerce interface

Visibility of system status

Both CNN and Amazon portals keep users informed about what is going on through 
appropriate feedback within reasonable time. The system visibility of both portals was 
very good. The system processes the request quickly. The information was mainly 
managed using different product segments. However, “Search” option was also 
available to find different products. Whenever search was carried out, the system 
immediately shows the result or shows a message “Processing data”, therefore user 
should not click the button again and again. Therefore both portals support the theory. 
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Use user’s own language

In CNN case, the real life language was used. Especially in news section, easy and 
every day English language was used. The vocabulary selection was very simple. 
However, in Amazon case, under task-12 when “product details” of “Life span Fitness 
TR 3000-HRC Treadmill” was explored it does not have user language. The users were 
unable to understand the information; therefore Amazon does not support theory.

User control and freedom

The user control and freedom was ensured on CNN portal, since user easily moved 
around the portal using “Next”, “Previous” and “Go to Top” options. By using these 
navigation options user can easily move around portal with ease of freedom, therefore 
CNN portal supports the theory. Similarly, in Amazon portal, user can easily navigate 
around Amazon portal using “Next Page”, “Previous Page” and “Amazon.com Home”
options, therefore both CNN and Amazon supports the theory.

Consistency and standards

In CNN case, the portal was found highly consistent. All the main headings were in 
bold and in bigger font, whereas all the “detailed news” were in normal text. Wherever, 
there was a “SEARCH” option, it was followed by a “SUBMIT” button throughout the 
portal. Similarly, Amazon portal was found well consistent, since the information was 
arranged using “Product Categories” such as Books, Electronic, DVD’s etc. In addition, 
comprehensive “Search” option was available on every page. Therefore both CNN and 
Amazon fit with the theory.  

Error Prevention

The error prevention method in CNN portal was not very effective, therefore it does not 
supports the theory. Since, in task-6 under cnn.com/VIDEO menu, none of videos were 
found operational. It was even more frustrating that system does not produce any error. 
In addition, in task-7 “Choose a Travel plan of your choice” the external link for Air 
Canada was broken which shows that portal was updated very well. However, the 
Amazon portal is well designed that prevent errors to occur. While conducting tasks 
from 9 – 14, the users could not face any errors. All links were fully operational, only 
Amazon supports the theory. 

Recognition versus Recall

Since, the nature of CNN portal was limited to news and no complex shopping 
experience was involved, therefore most of the information was very simple to 
understand and recognize, therefore it CNN supports the theory. In Amazon case, 
Amazon is a public oriented (Business to Consumer) WAP portal. Therefore, 
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recognition is an important factor for Amazon. In task-13 & task-14 users added various 
products into “shopping cart” to test a complete business transition. By using “Shopping 
cart” user simply add products into system and system will “remember” (keep track) of 
all these added products using shopping cart. Due to this efficient recognition method, 
customers don’t have to remember anything; therefore Amazon also supports the 
theory. 

Flexibility of use

Both CNN and Amazon portal found flexible to use. In CNN case, the portal provides 
high level of flexibility, because within a very short period of time; the users were 
successfully able to conduct variety of tasks. Similarly, Amazon portal is also highly 
flexible. Users with different backgrounds (experienced and inexperienced) easily 
completed the tasks 9 - 14. The users reported that the portal is flexible to use, all portal 
features such as, contents, navigation, help up-to order processing, everything was easy 
to learn and easy to use. Therefore, both CNN and Amazon fit with the theory. 

Aesthetic and minimalist design

The information available on CNN was mostly relevant and important. The main 
headings were generally concise however user can proceed to sub links for details. The 
news was arranged based on their relevancy to each other. Similarly, Amazon portal is a 
good example of aesthetic and minimalist design, since most of the information is 
arranged using product categories such as “Books, Electronic, DVD” etc. The user is 
guided sufficiently at various stages to carry out tasks successfully, therefore both CNN 
and Amazon fit with the theory. 

Sensible error messages

In CNN portal, the error occurred two times. At first place, while conducting task-6 
“watch video” none of the video’s were operational, however in this case system does 
not produce any error. In Second place, in task-7, however the error message was 
sensible. As for as, Amazon portal is concern, no error was reported. The users carried 
out task 9 -14 without any major difficulty, therefore both CNN and Amazon supports 
the theory. 

Robustness

In order to validate robustness in CNN portal, task-7 and task-8 were conducted. The 
task-7 was partially successful, since the user was unable to perform any travel 
arrangement using Air Canada external link. In task-8, the users attempt to find “Score” 
of different sports such as ice-hockey, soccer, volleyball etc. While using “Search” 
option if user makes any mistake, the system does not guide user how to solve problem. 
Since, the robustness of CNN was very poor therefore it does not support the theory. 
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However, in Amazon case, task-13 and Task-14 were analyzed. The objective of these 
tasks was to test the full business life cycle of Amazon.com portal. Both tasks were 
conducted successfully by using full features of the portal, therefore Amazon fits with 
the theory. 

System Utility

In CNN case, the portal offers functional efficiency to perform variety of tasks such as 
reading latest world news, weather, law, entertainment Travel and health news and 
articles just a few to mention. The portal is fully operational to perform all basic tasks 
successfully and supports the theory. Similarly, Amazon portal also found fully 
operational and functional. Users conducted multiple tasks without any hurdle and 
without any major difficulty. Users validated portal’s utility by testing full business life 
cycle of Amazon.  Both CNN and Amazon fit with the theory.  

System Safety

CNN.com is a news providing agency, therefore based on their business nature, there 
are no heavy transitions involved in CNN portal. Most of information is available to 
readers free of charge. However, few articles need to be pay, in order to read that 
articles. For that reason, system offers secure transition using secure credit cards. In 
Amazon case, the portal deals with frequent transactions, therefore shopping is a 
fundamental need of the portal; therefore Amazon offers very secure “transaction 
method”. Therefore both CNN and Amazon fit with the theory.  
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CHAPTER 7.  CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATION

In this final chapter, we are going to answer our research questions and get conclusions
based on the theory and analyzed data.

7.1 Conclusions

7.1.1 RQ 1.  Does the design of WAP services contain major 
usability flaws?

The main purpose of our study is to evaluate the usability principles of WAP services; 
therefore we choose two main stream WAP portals, CNN.com and Amazon.com. Both 
WAP portals are leader and trend settlers in their respective fields. During our study, we 
worked out that both WAP portals are well structured and well established and offers 
rich customer experience. It is observed that both companies have improved their WAP 
services quite efficiently to at reasonable standard. Although, both portals provide high 
customer value and good usability experience, however there is still a room for 
improvement. Here, we will take the opportunity to discuss and elaborate these areas of 
improvement.

First of all, we would like to answer our first research question; does the design of WAP 
services contain major usability flaws? The answer is “Partially Yes”. Although, our 
both sample portals are industry leaders in WAP environment, even then there were 
many occasions, where users remain unable to perform tasks entirely or partially. Our 
study figured out some potential areas where the WAP usability needs to be reviewed.
While conducting our “preset tasks”, we observed that many errors could easily be 
avoided, if system could be tested periodically. For example, in task-7 of CNN case, the 
external link for Air Canada was broken. Such broken links could easily be eliminated,
if the portal is updated regularly. Likewise, In CNN portal case, under cnn.com/VIDEO 
menu link, none of videos were operational and while clicking on any video, none of the 
videos execute, even it could not produce any error. This problem could also be 
eradicated, if portal could be tested by professional testers from time to time.

The task-8 in CNN, when users attempt to choose sports score of their choice, instead of 
showing “sports list” they found “Search Box” where they have to type sports name to 
get result. In this case, the designers should keep in mind that typing on keyboard and 
typing on mobile is not same thing. Typing letters using mobile device consumes 
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reasonable amount of time which is strictly against usability principles. Therefore, the 
problem can be solved simply by offering “sport lists”.

It is observed that there are many errors that can easily be eliminated just with little 
efforts. For example, in task-13 of Amazon, the users tried to seek “GPS” under 
Electronic category. The users entered GPS in “Search” option to obtained result, 
however the results were misleading, since no sorting or indexing method was used for 
product listing. On first page portal shows Garmin and TomTom respectively. 
Generally, product lists are arranged in ascending order, hence it misleads the customer 
that just one Garmin GPS is available followed by TomTom GPS. However, in page 
two portals again shows two more Garmin GPS and TomTom GPS again. Such, errors 
could be controlled if portal could be reviewed or analyzed periodically. In addition, 
there is an increasing need for WAP portals to make portals easy to access and fast to 
down load, therefore companies should avoid using high graphics and images, which 
took extra time in down load pages. Task-5 in CNN is an example of heavy images that 
caused slow downloading speed. 

In order to answer our first research question, we worked out eighteen different factors 
that affect the quality of WAP services, these factors are based on the highly valuable 
research of world renewed researchers. Therefore we believe that, if these factors are 
correctly considered while preparing a new WAP service, it would certainly be act as a 
good guide for WAP service designers. 

7.1.2 RQ 2. How the m-commerce interface design can be made 
user-friendly? 

An effective user friendly interface design plays central role in the success of mobile 
commerce. It is important to note that the increased functionality should not be used as 
an excuse for poor interface design. It is possible to design good interfaces in which 
different system features can be controlled effectively that can provide useful and quick 
response. In our study, our both sample WAP portals possess good and user friendly 
interface design. However, while conducting our research, we figure out some potential 
areas that require improvement in order to enhance the friendliness of m-commerce 
interface design.  

As a thumb rule for user-centered design, the user and user issues should be put in 
centre in the design process. Total system functions should be designed to meet user 
requirements, user learning and efficient user access. Since, user is the ultimate 
“Consumer” of the service, therefore easy to understand syntax and “user language” 
should be used in the system. For instance, in task-12 of Amazon portal, when “Product 
Details” explored, we got totally irrelevant and inappropriate information which caused 
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frustration at first place, and reveals the carelessness of interface design at second place. 
Since, we observed that Amazon is highly well-structured portal, therefore user were 
not expecting such output. 

WAP designer should put all their skills into action to make the interface user friendly. 
In CNN, task-8 when users attempt to find “Score” of any sports such as ice-hockey, 
soccer, volleyball etc. if user made any spelling mistake or keyword mistake in “Search 
Box” system produce any result. In addition, system does not any effort to produce an
“Alternative”, (i.e. Did you mean: Ice Hockey) such response could significantly 
improve user experience between user and the system.  

One of major principal of interface design is to enrich the “user experience”, so the 
ultimate user must see the system as useful and functional. If a system is useful and 
functional, it could result as “customer revisits”. Therefore all major hindrances need to 
address and system should be error free. For example, CNN portal contains high 
graphics and images, which took longer time to down load pages, especially CNN home 
page contains heavy image. In task 2, the link CNN.com/LAW there was almost 9 
different big or small images found which noticeably reduce the down loading time. 

In the same way, the designers of WAP services should make sure that when an error 
does occur, the user is presented with a meaningful and helpful message. In CNN.com 
none of videos were operational and while clicking on any video, it does not execute 
and system even could not generate any error massage to guide the user about the 
possible failure reason. The system was just “Quiet” and the situation was really 
annoying. If such these issues could be solved in advance, the user satisfaction would 
defiantly very high and system could be user friendly. The best way to deal such 
problems are to test system frequently, ideally usability testing should be conducted to 
enhance user friendliness. Usability testing is an emerging concept that ensures the high 
standard of system usability, since traditional system testing approaches such as unit 
testing, integration testing, user acceptance testing and automated testing does not cover 
the scope of usability. Specially, WAP portals should be tested by usability testers.

In our second research question, we worked out twelve different factors that contribute 
in user friendly m-commerce interface. In addition to our above discussion, these factors 
could also be considered as guide for affective user interface design for mobile services. 
On a higher level a combination of factors given in 1st research question and factors 
given in 2nd research question could be used together since they have one common 
“usability” factor. However, the factors given in 1st research question have emphasis on 
“functions and operations” and factors given in 2nd research question have emphasis on 
“user interface”. 
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7.2 Recommendations for Future Research

Mobile commerce is one of the fastest and emerging fields of research. The importance 
of mobile commerce is an open reality, however a few studies are found on “usability of 
mobile commerce”. Therefore, this field of research required immediate attention of 
passionate and enthusiastic researchers. Since, the mobile devices and technology itself 
changing very quickly, as a result, it open doors for the constant need for the 
improvement of mobile usability and mobile interface design principles. We would 
recommend that a future study should be conducted by taking different sample selection
(WAP Portals). The study could be conducted by using Preset Tasks or with open ended 
questionnaires. The objective of these Preset Tasks or questionnaires should be in depth 
analysis of existing services and to figure out the potential areas of improvement in 
WAP usability. Since, we believe that if mobile usability could be improved above 
“satisfactory” level, it will have direct and positive impact of m-commerce usage and 
increase in m-commerce business volume. 
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Dear Respondent,

The following questionnaire is for our Master’s thesis entitled, “Usability Principles for 
Mobile Commerce”. Thanks for your participation and valuable time to fill this 
questionnaire.

Please rate your opinion/experience from 1 – 4

Kindly use extra lines for additional comments

1- Don’t Know, 2- Dissatisfied,   3-Satisfied,   4-Very Satisfied

TASKS
1. Have you been successful to connect to CNN portal and read latest world news? 
Comments if any …………………...……………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………

2. Have you been successful to read any corresponding article under world news 
headlines?
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
3. Have you been able retrieved tomorrow’s weather forecast for Texas?
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………

4. Have you been able retrieved tonight TV listing of Star Movies?
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………

5. Have you been able retrieve Law Reports and read an article?

……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………

6. Have you successful to watch any video clip on CNN portal?
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………

SATISFACTION QUESTIONNAIRE
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7. Did you find any travel plan of your own choice under Travel Menu?
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………

8. Go to sports menu, under sports highlights, search sport sore of any game / watch any 
sports video i.e. Ice Hockey, Cricket etc 
..…………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………

9. Did you searched any Book based on Book Title or author name in Amazon portal
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………

10. Did you find any Jewelry or watch of your interest?
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………

11. Did you find any DVD of your interest based on DVD name or Actor name?
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………

12. Did you find anything under “Deal of the day” and explored product details?
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………

13. Did you any GPS under “Electronics” category and added it to “Shopping Cart” to 
test a complete transaction?

……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………

14. Did you successfully search any Microsoft product in “software category”?
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………

15. Did you find the CNN Portal easy to learn and navigate?
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………

16. Did you find the Amazon Portal easy to learn and navigate?
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
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17. Did you encounter any error on CNN portal?
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………

18. Did you encounter any error on Amazon portal?
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………

19. Are you satisfied with “down loading time” of CNN portal?
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………

20. Are you satisfied with “down loading time” of Amazon portal?
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………

21. Are you satisfied with the over all quality of CNN portal and would revisit?
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………

22. Are you satisfied with the over all quality of Amazon portal and would revisit?
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………

23. Any suggestions about CNN portal for service improvement?
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………

24. Any suggestions about Amazon portal for service improvement?
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………




